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ABSTRACT

Utilizing Literature to Characterize Materials from Images

Weixin Jiang

The past decade has seen the rapid progress of deep learning, which becomes a game-

changing technique in different data-intensive domains, with the availability of large scale

data, cost-effective computing hardware and more advanced learning theory and algo-

rithms. Despite of the rapid progress of deep learning methods in daily-life applications,

such as face recognition, video enhancement, image classification, there are some chal-

lenges that prevent the application of deep learning into more research fields, such as

materials science.

Materials science have been developed through the empirical correlation of processing

and properties for thousands of years. Recently, tons of experimental and simulated

data are captured/produced everyday due to the fast image acquisition devices and super

computing facilities. The success of deep learning techniques in other fields ( e.g. computer

vision) motivates researchers in materials science to develop more advanced algorithms to

accelerate the process of discovering and designing new improved materials with desired
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properties. Unfortunately, applying deep learning techniques in materials science still

remains at its early stage and requires more efforts from researchers.

In this thesis, I will present my work in understanding the characterization of materials

from images. One challenge in developing data-driven algorithms in materials science is

the lack of well-labeled datasets (e.g. microscopy images). In fields that dealing with

natural image classification or detection tasks, large amount of images are annotated by

human annotators (e.g. ImageNet, MS-coco), however, it would be expensive and even

not feasible in the field of materials science, due to its requirement of sufficient domain

expertise. To this end, we present our work in construction of Materials dataset from

scientific literature, in which we developed an effective tool to construct a self-labeled

electron microscopy dataset of nanostructure images.

In the second part of the thesis, I will present our work on the interpretation of spectro-

graphs. For the purpose of understanding the insights behind these measurements, data

points are usually displayed in graphical form within scientific journal articles. However,

it is not standard for materials researchers to release raw data along with their publica-

tions. As a result, other researchers have to use interactive plot data extraction tools to

extract data points from the graph image, which makes it difficult for large scale data

acquisition and analysis. Therefore, we propose the Plot2Spectra pipeline, which enables

an efficient spectra data extraction from plot images in an fully automatic fashion.

As the last part of the thesis, I will present our work in deducing structure information

from STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) measurements. Microscopic

imaging providing the real-space information of matter in a large range of scale, which
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plays an important role for understanding the correlations between structure (e.g. mor-

phology, phase, atomic structure, surface facet, interfacial structure) and properties in the

field of materials science. Thus, extracting the structural information (e.g. atomic posi-

tions ) plays a very important role in exploration of the crystallographic phases, atomic

configurations and the insights behind the structure related material-specific properties

and performance. However, it is a challenging task to deduce the structure information

from STEM measurements. To this end, we present a representation learning framework

for HAADF-STEM image retrieval, named STEM2SIM, to deduce the structure informa-

tion (e.g. crystalline structure) from the given STEM image by efficiently find the similar

image (i.e. known structure) from a simulated dataset.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Deep learning (DL) [111] is a special kind of machine learning (ML) [146, 16], which is

an algorithm that is able to learn from data. A popular definition of learning [141] in the

context of computer program is ”A computer program is said to learn from experience E

with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P , if its performance at

tasks in T , as measured by P , improves with experience E”. Ever since 1980s, machine

learning has evolved from a field of laboratory demonstrations to a field of significant

commercial value. However, the limitation of conventional machine learning algorithms

is their ability to process natural data in their raw form, which usually requires careful

engineering or considerable domain expertise to transform the data from the raw form

to some suitable feature representation. A notorious problem is known as the curse of

the dimensionality, that is, machine learning problems become exceedingly difficult when

the number of dimensions in the data is high. The insights behind this phenomenon is

that with the increase of the dimensions, the number of possible distinct configurations

of the variables increases exponentially, resulting in most configurations with no training

examples associated. However, in deep learning, it requires very little engineering by

hand, instead it takes advantage of increases in the amount of available computation and

data to learn features from the raw-form data using a general-purpose learning procedure.
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For the past decade, the availability of large scale datasets (e.g. ImageNet1, MS-

coco2), the widespreads of powerful yet affordable computing resource (e.g. Graphics

Processing Unit (GPU), 10 or 20 times faster regualr Central Processing Unit (CPU)) and

the rapid progress in developing advanced algorithms give rise to the emergence of deep

learning techniques. Nowadays, deep learning has become a game-changing technique

and dominant in daily-life applications (e.g. social media [13, 112], healthcare [165, 12])

and data-intensive research domains (e.g. image recognition [110, 55, 215, 207], speech

recognition [140, 75, 178], material science [166, 167, 183, 2]).

The development of deep learning is not always that smooth. Back to the early days of

this century, the mainstream computer-vision and machine-learning communities mainly

focus on developing elegant hand-engineered feature extractors with domain expertise and

mathematical knowledge. At that time, only relatively small models can be trained on

relatively small dataset with CPUs in reasonable time, regardless the success of convo-

lutional neural networks (ConvNets) in the field of object detection, segmentation and

recognition. Also the concern that the non-convexity of deep learning models cannot be

simply optimized by first-order optimization methods (e.g. gradient descent) prevents

the spreads of deep learning. Only since the ImageNet competition in 2012, when deep

ConvNets achieved spectacular results with a dataset of about a million images from the

web that contained 1,000 different classes [52], the communities started to pay significant

attention to ConvNets. Now, ConvNets are the dominant approach for almost all recog-

nition and detection tasks [214, 208, 188, 62, 200] and approach human performance on

some tasks.

1https://www.image-net.org/
2https://cocodataset.org/home
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Very soon, the success of deep learning techniques becomes widespread, not only in

computer science, but also in other research fields, such as Materials Science. Understand-

ing the Processing–Structure–Property–Performance (PSPP) relationships [154] is key to

discover and design new improved materials with desired properties. In fact, almost ev-

erything in materials science depends on these PSPP relationships, where the cause–effect

relationships of science go from left to right, and the goals–means relationships of engi-

neering go from right to left. For millennia, materials have been developed through the

empirical correlation of processing and properties, in which the prevalent practice of em-

pirical development involves minimal up-front theoretical analysis and a large amount

of relatively superficial evaluation of prototypes that leads to empirical correlations that

produce materials with limited predictability of behavior. The next paradigm of materials

research comes with the increasing cost of experiment and decreasing cost and increas-

ing power of computation-based theory, large and complex theoretical models (system

of equations) became solvable via large-scale simulations of real-world phenomena. For

the past decade, a new paradigm of science, known as the (big) data-driven science, has

emerged to be the dominant approach with the explosive growth in the generation of data

from the previous paradigms (i.e. both experimental data and simulation data).

1.1. Statement of the Problem

In this new paradigm of data-driven science, we would like to develop deep learning

models to understand the characterization of materials. A big obstacle that prevents deep

learning applications in the field of materials science is the lack of large scale dataset or
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well labeled dataset. In a windfall of recent improvements in image resolution and acqui-

sition speed, materials microscopy is experiencing an explosion of published imaging data.

The standard publication format, while sufficient for traditional data ingestion scenarios

where a select number of images can be critically examined and curated manually, is not

conducive to large-scale data aggregation.

Journal articles have long been the standard for communicating important advances

in scientific understanding. As sophisticated measurement and visualization tools render

scientific communication more intricate and diverse, the visual presentation of scientific

results as figures in these articles is noticeably more complex – especially within journals

considered high-impact. With this complexity, which is often a byproduct of the “com-

pound” layout of the figures (i.e. figures containing multiple embedded images, graphs,

and illustrations, etc.), the meaning of each individual image as a standalone entity is

not always apparent. The result is that individual images are not only unsearchable, but

the effort required to extract them into a machine-readable format is significant. With a

mechanism for automatic dataset construction that includes both separating

out individual images from compound figures, as well as providing concise an-

notations describing key aspects or classification of the image content, much

more of the scientific imaging data in literature could be utilized for training

and developing DL tasks.

Spectroscopy, primarily in the electromagnetic spectrum, is a fundamental exploratory

tool in the fields of physics, chemistry, and astronomy, allowing the composition, physical

structure and electronic structure of matter to be investigated at the atomic, molecular

and macro scale, and over astronomical distances. Different types of spectroscopies, such
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as X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and Raman spectroscopy, play a very

important role in analyzing the characteristics of different materials. For the purpose of

understanding the insights behind these measurements, data points are usually displayed

in graphical form within scientific journal articles. However, it is not standard for ma-

terials researchers to release raw data along with their publications. As a result, other

researchers have to use interactive plot data extraction tools to extract data points from

the graph image, which makes it difficult for large scale data acquisition and analysis. In

particular, high-quality experimental spectroscopy data is critical for the development of

machine learning (ML) models, and the difficulty involved in extracting such data from the

scientific literature hinders efforts in ML of materials properties. It is therefore highly

desirable to develop a tool for the digitization of spectroscopy graphical plots

in a fully automatic fashion.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) uses focused electron beam to

raster-scan over the sample to capture the structure of the materials in atomic reso-

lution. Previous paradigm in materials science research allows simulations of complex

real-world phenomena based on the theoretical models, e.g. density functional theory

(DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. From the engineering perspective of

materials design and discovery, the inductive goal-means relations aims at predicting the

structure and properties of the materials given the observation of the performance (i.e.

inverse models). The construction of inverse models is typically formulated as an opti-

mization problem wherein a property or performance metric of interest is intended to be

maximized or minimized, subject to the various constraints on the representation of the

material, which is typically in the form of a composition- and/or structure-based function.
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The optimization process usually involves multiple invocations of the forward model, and

these inverse relationships are one-to-many (i.e. multiple optimal solutions). Therefore,

solving such inverse models could be time-consuming and even infeasible in

practice, developing a DL-based model to interpret STEM measurements in

a efficient and effective manner is highly desirable.

1.2. Summary and Outline of the thesis

In this thesis, we develop deep learning models to help understand the characterization

of materials from images. The outline of this thesis is summarized as below.

In Chapter 2, we first review previous work on deep learning applications in the field

of computer vision and materials science. We then dive deep to understand the insights

of deep learning as representation learning. In Chapter 3, we develop the EXSCLAIM!,

an automatic pipeline for construction of labeled materials imaging dataset from litera-

ture. In particular, I will get into more details about the design of the compound figure

separation module. In Chapter 4, we develop the Plot2Spectra, which transforms plot

lines from the graph image into sets of coordinates in an automatic fashion. In Chapter

5, we develop the STEM2SIM, which interpret the structure and properties of the STEM

measurements in an efficient and effective manner. In Chapter 6, we talk some other deep

learning related research in the field of computer vision. In Chapter 7, we summarize the

whole thesis and talk about some future work that are worth exploring. We summarize

major contributions of the thesis as below:

• We present a tool for the automatic EXtraction, Separation, and Caption-based

natural Language Annotation of Images (EXSCLAIM!) for scientific figures and
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demonstrate its effectiveness in constructing a self-labeled electron microscopy

dataset of nanostructure images. In particular, we propose a two-stage frame-

work to address the proposed compound figure separation problem. In the first

stage, the subfigure label detection module detects all subfigure labels. Then, in

the subfigure detection module, the detected subfigure labels help to detect the

subfigures by optimizing the feature selection process and providing the global

layout information as extra features The EXSCLAIM! tool is developed around

materials microscopy images, but the approach is applicable to other scientific

domains that produce high-volumes of publications with image-based data as

well as graphs and illustrations.

• We develop Plot2Spectra, which transforms plot lines from the graph image into

sets of coordinates in an automatic fashion. Specifically, the plot digitizer is a

two-stage framework. The first stage involves an axis alignment module. We

first adopt an anchor-free object detection model to detect plot regions, and then

refine the detected bounding boxes with the edge-based constraint to force the

left/bottom edges to align with axes. Then we apply the scene text detection

and recognition algorithms to recognize the ticks along the x axis. The second

stage is the plot data extraction module. We first employ semantic segmentation

to separate pixels belonging to plot lines from the background, and from there,

incorporate optical flow constraints to the plot line pixels to assign them to the

appropriate line (data instance) they encode.

• We develop STEM2Sim, a representation learning framework for STEM images,

which deduces the structure information (e.g. crystalline structure) from the
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given STEM image by efficiently find the similar image (i.e. known structure)

from a simulated dataset. In particular, we introduce two different types of down-

stream task, the classification branch and the similarity measurement branch, to

construct a proper encoding module, such that it is able to extract the visual

and semantic information from the given image and encode the information into

a compact feature representation.

1.3. Disclaimer

The mathematical derivations and formulations, results and a large part of the text

in the thesis are adapted from [203, 94, 91, 93, 26, 185, 90, 186, 92, 231, 245, 246]:

• Weixin Jiang, Eric Schwenker, Trevor Spreadbury, Kai Li, Maria K.Y. Chan

and Oliver Cossairt. ”Plot2Spectra: an Automatic Spectra Extraction Tool.”

arXiv:2107.02827.

• Eric Schwenker, Weixin Jiang, Trevor Spreadbury, Nicola Ferrie, Oliver Cossairt

and Maria Chan. ”EXSCLAIM! – An automated pipeline for the construction of

labeled materials imaging datasets from literature.” arXiv:2103.10631.

• Weixin Jiang, Eric Schwenker, Trevor Spreadbury, Nicola Ferrie, Maria K.Y.

Chan and Oliver Cossairt. ”A Two-stage Framework for Compound Figure Sep-

aration.” In Image Processing (ICIP), IEEE International Conference on , pp.

1204-1208, 2021.

• Weixin Jiang, Eric Schwenker, Trevor Spreadbury, Oliver Cossairt and Maria

K.Y. Chan. ”A Hybrid Image Retrieval System for Microscopy Images.” Mi-

croscopy and Microanalysis 2021.
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• Eric Schwenker, Weixin Jiang, Trevor Spreadbury, Sarah O’Brien, Nicola Ferrie,

Oliver Cossairt and Maria Chan. ”Constructing Self-Labeled Materials Imaging

Datasets from Open Access Scientific Journals with EXSCLAIM!.” Microscopy

and Microanalysis 2020.

• Zihao Wang, Weixin Jiang, Kuan He, Boxin Shi, Aggelos Katsaggelos, and Oliver

Cossairt. ”Event-driven video frame synthesis.” In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF

International Conference on Computer Vision Workshops , pp. 0-0. 2019.

• Weixin Jiang⋆, Gang Wu⋆, Vishy Swaminathan, Stefano Petrangeli, Haoliang

Wang, Ryan Rossi and Nedim Lipka. ”Task-Oriented Near-Lossless Burst Com-

pression.” Manuscript submitted for publication, 2022
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CHAPTER 2

Related Work

2.1. Deep Learning in Computer Vision

Computer vision [67, 25, 226] is an interdisciplinary field of artificial intelligence that

aims to guide computers and machines toward understanding the contents of digital data

(i.e., images or video), such that computers may understand human actions, behaviors,

and languages similarly to humans. A basic computer vision task is image classification,

which aims at recognizing the presence of the object in the given image. The computer

vision community shifted the attention from hand-crafted methods to deep learning since

2012, when the deep CNN model achieved spectacular results in the classification task,

with a dataset of about a million images from the web that contained 1,000 different

classes. Since then, more and more deep learning based computer vision techniques have

been widely used in daily-life applications, such as pedestrian detection, autonomous driv-

ing, biometric systems, the movie industry, driver assistance systems, video surveillance,

and robotics as well as medical diagnostics and other healthcare applications.

Decades ago, computer vision tasks were solved by hand-crafted methods. For ex-

ample, given the image classification task, researchers tended to design some meaningful

feature extractor with their domain expertise and trained a simple classifier (e.g. lin-

ear model) with the extracted features. It is a challenging task to extract features that

are discriminative but insensitive to translation/illumination/orientation variation, even
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though some elegant feature extractors were developed in the past (e.g. Shift Invariant

Feature Transform (SIFT) [130] and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [46]). The

availability of large scale data and cost effective computational resource make it possible

to learn such a feature extractor from the data. Moreover, given the task T and input

data X, deep learning solves the problem in an end-to-end manner, that is, finding the

proper function f such that T ∼ f(X). For example, in an image classification task,

the input data is an 2d image, the task is to find a categorical label for the image, that

is f : RN×N → R. Earlier work (e.g. AlexNet [110], VGGNet [200], GoogleNet [207])

model the classification task with shallow network architecture (i.e. less than 20 layers),

while the batch normalization [84] and skip connection [70] allows the possibility of con-

vergence of very deep neural networks (e.g. ResNet [70]). Deeper networks usually result

in better classification accuracy, at the cost of computational resource. Later work (e.g.

MobileNets [79], EfficientNet [209]) aim to improve the efficiency of the model, making it

possible to deploy the models for mobile vision applications.

Object Detection. Object detection task is one step further from the classification

task, not only recognizing the presence of the target object, but also localizing the position

of the object, that is, f : RN×N → {R5}, where R5 = {x, y, w, h, c} denotes the position

of the bounding box and the category. Unlike the classification task, in which only one

label is needed, different number of objects may appear in the given image. However,

for CNN models, it usually has a fix size of output. The common solution for this is to

output a fix number of region proposals (i.e. R5) but use a threshold to suppress those

less confident proposals.
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From the perspective of the framework, object detection methods are divided into one-

stage models and two-stage models. One stage models aim to design an end-to-end model,

in which the model outputs region proposals and categorical labels simultaneously, result-

ing in fast detection speed. YOLO (You Look Only Once) [171] framed object detection

problem as a regression problem, which extracted a feature map from the target image and

made predictions in a grid-by-grid manner. SSD [126] made prediction with multiscale

feature maps to improve recall ratio. YOLOv2 [169] introduced high resolution train-

ing images, dimension cluster, and convolutional with anchor box on top of the YOLO

model. YOLOv3 [170] further optimized the standard YOLO architecture by building

the feature extractor with more convolutional layers and making predictions over differ-

ent scaled feature maps. YOLOv4 [18] combined new features (e.g. Weighted-Residual-

Connections (WRC), Cross-Stage-Partial-connections (CSP), Cross mini-Batch Normal-

ization (CmBN), Self-adversarial-training (SAT) and Mish-activation) to achieve better

detection performance. Two stage models first generated a set of object-independent

object proposals in the form of regions in the input image, then extracted fixed-length

deep features using CNN from the processed regions for category prediction and bounding

box regression. R-CNN (regions with CNN features) [62] applied selective search [220] to

generate ∼2000 category-independent region proposals and extracted features from each

proposal for prediction. Fast R-CNN [61] mapped the region proposals from the image

space to the feature space, which reduced the training time and testing time significantly.

Faster R-CNN [172] further replaced the selective search algorithm with a trainable region

proposal network to detect objects in real-time.
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A few more things we need to think about when we design an object detection sys-

tem. 1). Scale. The scale of the target object may vary significantly from image to

image. SSD [126] made prediction on different scaled feature map. FPN [121] combined

low-resolution, semantically strong features with high-resolution, semantically weak fea-

tures via a top-down pathway and lateral connections. PANet [125] added a bottom-up

pathway and lateral connections on top of the FPN. 2). Anchor box. Anchor boxes are a

set of predefined bounding boxes and turn the direct prediction problem into the residual

learning problem between the pre-assigned anchors and the ground truth bounding boxes

because it is not trivial to directly predict an order-less set of arbitrary cardinals. For nat-

ural objects, anchor boxes usually result in better performance [172, 169, 170]. However,

anchor boxes are usually computed by clustering the size and aspect ratio of the bounding

boxes in the training set, which is time consuming and likely to fail if the morphology

of the object varies dramatically (e.g. as the example shown in Chapter 4). To address

this problem, anchor-free methods either learn custom anchors along with the training

process of the detector [243] or reformulate the detection in a per-pixel prediction fashion

[213]. 3). Imbalance training. The actual number of objects in the given image is usually

far fewer than the number of region proposals, which causes an imbalance of the positive

and negative samples during the training. To address this, a typical method is to apply

hard example mining trick [22], which did a re-sample for the negative samples to match

the number of positive samples. RetinaNet [122] proposed the focal loss to reshaping the

standard cross entropy loss such that it down-weights the loss assigned to well-classified

examples.
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Scene Text Detection and Recognition. Scene text detection and recognition is

a special case in the domain object detection. It is quite challenging, since the orienta-

tion/font/style/color of the text information could vary from image to image despite the

variation of the target language.

Scene text detection aims at locating the text information in a given image. Early

text detectors use box regression adapted from popular object detectors [172, 129]. Unlike

natural objects, texts are usually presented in irregular shapes with various aspect ratios.

Deep Matching Prior Network (DMPNet) [128] first detect text with quadrilateral sliding

window and then refine the bounding box with a shared Monte-Carlo method. Rotation-

sensitive Regression Detector (RDD) [119] extracts rotation-sensitive features with active

rotating filters [250], followed by a regression branch which predicts offsets from a de-

fault rectangular box to a quadrilateral. More recently, character-level text detectors are

proposed to first predict a semantic map of characters and then predict the association

between these detected characters. Seglink [195] starts with character segment detection

and then predicts links between adjacent segments. Character Region Awareness For Text

detector (CRAFT) [9] predicts the region score for each character along with the affinity

score between adjacent characters.

Scene text recognition aims at recognizing the text information in a given image patch.

A general scene text recognition framework usually contains four stages, normalizing

the text orientation [86], extracting features from the text image[70, 200], capturing the

contextual information within a sequence of characters [196, 197], and estimating the

output character sequence [37]. In Chapter 4, we apply a pre-trained scene text detection

model [9] and a pre-trained scene text recognition model [8] to detect and recognize text
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labels along the x axis, respectively. We focus on the x-axis labels because in spectroscopy

data, the y-axis labels are often arbitrary, and only relative intensities are important.

However, the general framework presented can be extended in the future to include y-axis

labels.

Image Segmentation. In object detection, the goal is to use bounding boxes to

locate each target object, while in image segmentation, it aims at pixel-wise recognition.

Semantic segmentation aims to assign different semantic labels to each pixel in the given

image while instance segmentation takes more step to group pixels into different instances.

In this case, f : RN×N → {RN×N}, where the output is a map of labels.

As an early work in semantic segmentation, Long et al. [129] adapted contemporary

classification networks into fully convolutional networks and defined a skip architecture

that combines semantic information from a deep, coarse layer with appearance informa-

tion from a shallow, fine layer to produce accurate and detailed segmentations. Noh et al.

[152] introduced deep deconvolution networks (i.e. deconvolution, unpooling, and rectified

linear unit (ReLU) layers) for semantic segmentation on top of the convolutional layers

adopted from VGG 16-layer net. Hong et al. [78] framed the segmentation task as a com-

bination of classification and segmentation tasks and learned a separate network for each

task, which reduces search space for segmentation effectively by exploiting class-specific

activation maps obtained from bridging layers. A common challenge for feedforward net-

works in segmentation task is that, lower layers in convolutional nets capture rich spatial

information, while upper layers encode object-level knowledge but are invariant to factors

such as pose and appearance. To this end, Pinheiro et al. [162] proposed to augment feed-

forward nets with a top-down refinement approach, which efficiently leveraged features
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at all layers of the net to generat high-fidelity object masks. In [32, 33], the advan-

tages of spatial pyramid pooling module and encode-decoder structure were combined to

encode multi-scale contextual information and gradually recover the spatial information

from coarse to fine. More recently, visual transformer is introduced into the semantic seg-

mentation field, [249] treated semantic segmentation as a sequence-to-sequence prediction

task by deploying a pure transformer (i.e., without convolution and resolution reduction)

to encode an image as a sequence of patches, while [204] relied on the output embeddings

corresponding to image patches and obtain class labels from these embeddings with a

point-wise linear decoder or a mask transformer decoder to model global context already

at the first layer and throughout the network.

Instance segmentation algorithms can usually be divided into two categories: proposal-

based methods and proposal-free methods. Proposal-based methods [71, 125] address the

instance segmentation by first predicting object proposals (i.e. bounding boxes) for each

individual instance and then assigning labels to each pixel inside the proposals (i.e. seman-

tic segmentation). The success of the proposal-based methods relies on the morphology of

the target object, and is likely to fail if the object is acentric or if there is significant over-

lap between different instances. Proposal-free methods [149, 49, 109, 150, 148] first take

segmentation networks to assign different semantic labels to each pixel, then map pixels

in the image to feature vectors in a high dimensional embedding space. In this embedding

space, feature vectors corresponding to pixels belonging to the same object instance are

forced to be similar to each other, and feature vectors corresponding to pixels belonging

to different object instances are forced to be sufficiently dissimilar. However, it is difficult

to find such an embedding space if the objects do not have rich features, such as the plot
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lines in graph images. In Chapter 4, we customize our plot data extraction module by

replacing the pixel embedding process with an optical flow based method, which groups

data points into plot lines with continuity and smoothness constraints.

2.2. Deep Learning in Materials Science

An important task in the field of materials science is to understand the structure-

property relationship, e.g. how to achieve materials-specific information through experi-

mental or simulated data. In case of complex problems that involve massive combinatorial

spaces or nonlinear processes, analytical and numerical solution in the previous paradigm

(i.e. experiments and simulations) can tackle only at great computational cost or even

cannot solve. The emerging technique, deep learning, opens up a new paradigm of data-

driven science with the availability of the enormous scale of data, the development of

advanced computer algorithm and the breakthroughs in affordable computing hardware.

In this section, we explore how deep learning techniques help to progress and reduce the

barriers in materials design, synthesis, characterization and modeling [21, 39, 3, 83, 58,

191, 85, 192, 190].

Materials Synthesis. Decades ago, human experts were usually required to specify

conditionals and contextual rules to limit the number of choices during the synthesis

process. The combination of extremely complex systems and huge numbers of potential

solutions, which arise from competing objective functions (such as cost, purity, time and

toxicity), make synthetic materials ill-suited to the application of traditional algorithmic

approaches. Segler et al. [187] applied Monte Carlo tree search and symbolic artificial

intelligence (AI) to discover retrosynthetic routes, achieving thirty times faster than the
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traditional computer-aided search method. As an alternative deep learning approach

that eliminates the rule-based expert system component, Liu et al. [123] treated the

retrosynthetic reaction prediction task as a sequence-to-sequence mapping problem and

proposed a seq2seq model, ending up with comparable performance. The exploration

of chemical space for new reactivity, reactions and molecules is limited by the need for

separate work-up-separation steps searching for molecules rather than reactivity. Dragone

et al. [54] presented a system that can autonomously evaluate chemical reactivity within

a network of 64 possible reaction combinations and aims for new reactivity, rather than a

predefined set of targets. Starting from initial data on failed and successful experiments,

the machine-learning approach directed future experiments and was shown to be capable

of covering six times as much crystallization space as a human researcher in the same

number of experiments.

Materials Characterization. The structure of molecules and materials is typi-

cally deduced by a combination of experimental methods, such as X-ray and neutron

diffraction, magnetic and spin resonance, and vibrational spectroscopy. Deep learning

is able to establish a structure-property relationship between atomic structure and their

properties with high accuracy [60]. Ryan et al. [177] presented a neural-network model

trained to compare topologies of atomic sites in the known crystal structures and applied

the knowledge gained from such comparison to predict possible compositions of unknown

compounds that might be pursued by a synthetic chemist. In [142], the feature extrac-

tion module pre-trained with natural images was re-used for SEM image recognition. In

condensed-matter physics, Carrasquilla et al. [24] used neural networks to encode phases
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of matter and discriminate phase transitions in correlated many-body systems, either in

case of conventional ordered phases or unconventional phases.

Materials Modeling. With precise modeling, the properties of a molecule or ma-

terial can be calculated for any chemical composition and atomic structure via atomistic

simulations. However, in practice, it would likely be so complicated and could take un-

reasonable amounts of computer time as the size of the system increases without any

proper approximations For example, using the exact functional in Density functional

theory (DFT) would give little practical advantage relative to the best wave function the-

ories. There are notable limitations of the current approximations, which often require

a more sophisticated many-body Hamiltonian. In [135], a combinatorially optimized,

range-separated hybrid DFT function was proposed to reduce the computational cost.

Moreover, Brockherde et al. [20] learned density models via examples to construct ac-

curate density functions for realistic molecular systems, bypassing the necessity to solve

the Kohn–Sham equations [108]. In [202], a transferable deep learning potential that is

applicable to complex and diverse molecular systems is proposed to be extensible to larger

molecules than those included in the training set.

2.3. Representation Learning

Data representation matters. In general, data representation could be in any format,

as long as it conveys information from the data. The goal of representation learning is

to find out a good representation of the data such that useful information is extracted to

improve the performance over one or a few downstream tasks. But it is not entirely clear

what makes a good representation. For example, in case of word embedding [6], which
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aims to find the vector representation for each word. One-hot vector could be a valid

representation for each word, but it cannot be used to measure the semantic similarity

between different words, so it is not a good representation. A popular analysis by Bengio

et al. [14] about the definition of a good representation is: ”a good representation has the

properties of local smoothness of input and representation, is temporally and spatially

coherent in a sequence of observations, has multiple, hierarchically-organised explanatory

factors which are shared across tasks, has simple dependencies among factors and is

sparsely activated for a specific input.” To some extend, finding a good data representation

is the key to the success of machine learning algorithms.

Representation learning has been accompanied and nourished by a remarkable string

of empirical successes both in academia and in industry, such as speech recognition [44,

45], object recognition [76, 40], natural language processing [41] and so on. Empirically,

a few core principals of good representation have been developped: 1). Distributed, a

reasonably-sized learned representation can capture a huge number of possible input con-

figurations. 2). Abstraction and invariance, contain abstract concepts that are generally

invariant to most irrelevant changes of the input according to the downstream task. 3).

Disentangled, different explanatory factors of the data tend to change independently of

each other in the input distribution.

Formally, the goal of representation learning is to find out a proper mapping function

f , such that f : RN → RK . Usually, we are looking for a low-dimensional feature space,

that is, K ≪ N .

Contrastive Learning. Unlike a discriminative model (e.g. classifier) that learns a

mapping to some labels, in contrastive learning a representation is learned by comparing
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among the input samples. The goal of contrastive learning is to force the representation of

”similar” samples to be mapped close together while that of ”dissimilar” samples should

be further away in the embedding space. Here, the notions of similarity and dissimilarity

could be different depending on the end goals, e.g., different views of the same objects

are regarded as similar counterparts, while images of different objects are regarded as

dissimilar.

A typical framework [34, 100, 99] for contrastive learning usually contains four major

components: 1). Data augmentation module, generating positive data pairs (e.g. sto-

chastic augmentation transformation) 2). Base encoder, mapping input data to vector

representations 3). Projection head, mapping vector representation to metric space for

loss computing 4). Contrastive loss function, defining the metric space for similarity

measurement.

Contrastive learning techniques have been widely applied in different vision-related

tasks in the past few decades. Chopra et al. [38] proposed a method for training a

similarity metric from data in terms of recognition or verification applications where the

number of categories is very large and not known during training. Later, Chechik et al.

[28] presented a scalable learning scheme that learns a bilinear similarity measure over

sparse representations with a large margin criterion and an efficient hinge loss cost. Hoffer

et al. [77] proposed the triplet network model to learn useful representations by distance

comparisons. Sermanet et al. [189] introduced a self-supervised representation learning

method (TCN) based on multi-view video by anchoring a temporally contrastive signal

against co-occuring frames from other viewpoints. Oord et al. [156] proposed a universal

unsupervised learning approach to extract useful representations from high-dimensional
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data, achieving strong performance on four distinct domains: speech, images, text and

reinforcement learning in 3D environments.

Self-supervised Learning. Deep learning techniques have shown outstanding per-

formance on various supervised learning tasks, however, it relies heavily on expensive

manual labeling and suffers from generalization error, spurious correlations and adversar-

ial attacks [127]. The emerging technique, termed self-supervised learning (SSL), opens

up a new paradigm in deep learning from architecture engineering to data engineering.

The features of SSL can be summarized as: 1). Obtain ”labels” from the data itself via

different augmentation process 2). Predict data or part of the data from its context.

In general, pretext tasks play a very important role in SSL, which can be divided

into two catogories: generative and contrastive. In generative SSL, the pretext task is

to recover whole, or parts of its orignal input. In NLP, the objective of auto-regressive

language modeling is usually maximizing the likelihood under the forward autoregressive

factorization [235]. In computer vision, auto-regressive methods are used to model images

pixel by pixel, e.g. PixelRNN [223], PixelCNN [221]. However, generative objective

is usually formulated as maximum likelihood function, which is likely to get low-level

abstraction and leads to conservative distribution. To this end, contrastive SSL is recently

found far more competitive than generative SSL, especially in classification scenarios. In

contrastive SSL, context-instance contrast aims to predict relative positions of two patches

from a sample [53], or to recover positions of shuffled segments of an image (solve jigsaw)

[102, 153], or to infer the rotation angle’s degree of an image [59], while instance-instance

contrast achieves superior performance via instance-based discrimination [212, 72, 34, 63].
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Image Retrieval. A direct application of representation learning is image retrieval

[48, 35], or content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Widespread of portable imaging devices

and significant image acquisition speed in different fields (e.g. materials microscopy)

enable tens of millions of images are captured everyday, making it important to develop

a proper image retrieval system for image organization, i.e., easy to browser/search. To

this end, compact yet rich feature representations are at the core of CBIR. Therefore,

two questions have been driving research in this domain: 1). How to find good feature

representations for images? 2). How to perform efficient image retrieval for large-scale

datasets?

Before the rise of deep learning techniques, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT

[130]) has been a milestone hand-crafted feature descriptor and dominated in the field.

Later, pre-trained CNN models (e.g. AlexNet [110], VGG [200], ResNet [70]) haven been

introduced as the off-the-shelf models. Due to the model-transfer or domain-shift issues

between tasks [248], the features extracted by models trained for classification task do not

necessarily well suited for the image retrieval task. The availability of annotated datasets

(e.g. Holidays [88], Oxford-5k [161], Paris-6k [160]) allows to fine-tune the off-the-shelf

models towards better representations for images. A common way of supervised fine-

tuning is the verification-based fine-tuning, which minimizes or maximizes the distance of

pairs to validate and maintain their similarity. For example, Wang et al. [228] proposed a

multiscale network with triplet sampling strategy to learn similarity metric directly from

images. Besides, some unsupervised fine-tuning methods are also proposed in case there

is not enough supervisory information. Tzelepi et al. [219] amplified the primary retrieval

presumption that the relevant images to a certain query are meant to be closer to the
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query in the feature space and retrained the pre-trained CNN model by minimizing the

squared distance between each image representation and its nearest representations. SSL

methods are also employed in unsupervised fine-tuning, e.g., employing an AutoEncoder

[193, 64] to reconstruct its output as closely as possible to its input.
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CHAPTER 3

Construction of Materials datasets from scientific literature

3.1. Introduction

In a windfall of recent improvements in image resolution and acquisition speed, mate-

rials microscopy is experiencing an explosion of published imaging data. Journal articles

have long been the standard for communicating important advances in scientific under-

standing. As sophisticated measurement and visualization tools render scientific commu-

nication more intricate and diverse, the visual presentation of scientific results as figures

in these articles is noticeably more complex – especially within journals considered high-

impact [80]. With this complexity, which is often a byproduct of the “compound” layout

of the figures (i.e. figures containing multiple embedded images, graphs, and illustrations,

etc.), the meaning of each individual image as a standalone entity is not always apparent.

The result is that individual images are not only unsearchable, but the effort required to

extract them into a machine-readable format is significant. This plays a major factor in

the relative scarcity of general materials characterization images in the development and

testing of new algorithms in deep learning, an emerging field characterized by the use

of deep neural networks – hierarchical, multi-layered structures of processing elements –

to learn representations of input data (often images) that reveal important characteris-

tics about its content or overall appearance. The current surge of interest in DL stems

from recent success in applications such as facial recognition [208], self-driving cars [29],
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and complex game playing [199]. Much of this success is the byproduct of having large

labeled datasets available for training [205], and in order for current materials imaging

classification and recognition tasks [65, 50, 51, 4, 7, 144, 96, 97, 89] to really reap the

benefits afforded by DL pipelines, having access to substantial labeled data is crucial.

Fortunately, the incentive to publish is nearly ubiquitous across all scientific disciplines,

and with a mechanism for automatic dataset construction that includes both separating

out individual images from compound figures, as well as providing concise annotations

describing key aspects or classification of the image content, much more of the scientific

imaging data in literature could be utilized for training and developing DL tasks.

The effort to automate the construction and labeling of datasets from general web

data has garnered broad attention from the computer vision, language technologies, and

even chemistry/materials informatics communities [184, 116, 82, 236]. From the chemistry

and materials informatics perspective, most of the focus has been on the development of

text-mining tools adapted for “chemistry-aware” natural language processing (NLP), and

have been used to create datasets of material properties and synthesis parameters from

journal article text [206, 103, 104, 105, 42, 217]. For imaging datasets, standard com-

puter vision approaches take the top images retrieved from a keyword query of an image

search engine (i.e. Google, Flikr, etc.) and train classifiers to further populate datasets

based on a keyword [236]. Unfortunately, this approach is problematic for scientific fig-

ures because of their compound layout. Current works that address this layout problem

(what we refer to as “figure separation”) rely on hand-crafted rule based approaches [145,

147, 118, 117, 210], or adapt neural-networks to interpret figure separation as an object

detection problem [218, 198]. While handcrafted techniques generally work well for sharp
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image boundaries, and neural network approaches capture irregular image arrangements,

neither of these methods are designed such that explicit references to the caption text

are considered as part of the separation. This is problematic for both figure separation

and labeling because when the two are not consistent with each other (i.e. more/fewer

images than subfigure labels) the intended description for an image is not always clear. In

these instances, (NLP) with extra-grammatical constructs [82], can be extended to prop-

erly summarize pertinent scientific results consistent with the subdivision of the image.

Despite the individual successes of a few previous studies to advance figure separation,

and labeling related to automatic dataset creation [145, 147, 5], tools that do this in a

seamless end-to-end (query-to-dataset) fashion, capable of extracting and labeling images

from journal articles based on the specific user requirements, are currently lacking.

In this work, we present a tool for the automatic EXtraction, Separation, and Caption-

based natural Language Annotation of Images (EXSCLAIM!) for scientific figures and

demonstrate its effectiveness in constructing a self-labeled electron microscopy dataset of

nanostructure images. The EXSCLAIM! tool is developed around materials microscopy

images, but the approach is applicable to other scientific domains that produce high-

volumes of publications with image-based data as well as graphs and illustrations.

3.2. Design Overview

The main goal of the EXSCLAIM! toolkit is to provide researchers with a collection

of modules that, when executed as a sequential pipeline (1) enable comprehensive key-

word searches for scientific figures within open-source journal articles, and (2) facilitate

the extraction and pairing of images from within figures, to the appropriate descriptive
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Figure 3.1. An Overview of the EXSCLAIM! Pipeline. The schematic high-
lights the path from a user-defined query to the exsclaim output data struc-
ture (both JSON objects). After the query is submitted to the pipeline by
calling the run method, the journal scraper extracts figure/caption pairs
from articles in the specified journal family, the caption distributor divides
the caption text into segments that are consistent with the images in the
figure, and the figure separator computes bounding boxes that separate
and classify the individual images from the full figure. The caption assign-
ment method is effectively the “self-labeling”, as it takes all of the caption
segments, reduces them to individual keywords if possible, and pairs them
with their corresponding image within the full figure. The final output data
structure, i.e. the exsclaim output file, contains all the descriptions and ref-
erences necessary to construct the full labeled imaging dataset.
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keywords and phrases from caption text. To begin, users populate an input file (JSON

object) with parameters that define the search (i.e. keywords, synonyms, how to order

search results, journal family to search, etc.), as well as the number of total articles to

consider in the process. This input file, referred to as the query, is the basic initialization

structure that is run in the EXSCLAIM! pipeline. A run of the EXSCLAIM! pipeline

involves sequential execution of the journal scraper, caption distributor, and figure sepa-

rator modules before a final call to the caption assignment module which is responsible

for the final pairing of the distributed caption text to the extracted figures. Fig. 3.1

provides an overview of the pipeline, highlighting the structure of both the query and

final exsclaim output file (another JSON object, summarized for better readability), as

well as the role that the extraction modules serve in transforming the data. In Fig. 3.1,

the query for palladium nanoparticles is run through the pipeline, and each extraction

module incrementally populates the exsclaim output file, which provides a final record of

all the relevant figures with bounding box and label information for the associated images.

This exsclaim output file provides all the necessary file identifiers and pointers needed to

construct a high-quality self-labeled imaging dataset based on the details of the overall

search as defined by the query.

Journal Scraper . This module performs the first extraction step in the pipeline. It

is responsible for retrieving figure/caption pairs from articles that fit the parameters of

the search defined in the query, and uses the python requests library to handle all of the

HTTP requests. First, article URLs are extracted from a collection of individual searches

formed from all possible combinations of search field keywords and associated synonyms.

With an ordered list of open-source article URLs, the scraper contains a method that
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sends further GET requests to retrieve each article and its figure/caption pairs. Finally,

the exsclaim file is populated with all the general article information returned during the

extraction steps, including the full caption data for each figure, and URLs to the articles

and their associated figures – providing basic provenance to the data workflow. (Full

article text can also be included if desired.) The journal scraper has the functionality

to parse both open-source Nature family journals as well as journals that are part of the

American Chemical Society (ACS) umbrella. All of the figure and caption extraction

is performed directly from the HTML version of the article and does not require PDF

downloads.

Caption Distributor . With all of the figures and caption information recorded, the

next step is to distribute subsequences of the full caption text to the respective subfigure

that they reference. This first involves sentence tokenization with Parts-of-Speech (POS)

tagging. POS tagging deconstructs strings of sentence text into small units (tokens), which

are given a tag that describes their part-of-speech in context of the sentence. For this,

the robust natural language processing (NLP) tokenization tools from the spaCy library

are extended to properly assign “subfigure identifier” tags, to patterns that indicate the

presence of a subfigure description. With this custom tagging, the “(a)” in a phrase such

as “(a) Nanoparticles deposited on . . . ”, is properly interpreted as the subfigure identifier

(denoted by ‘CAP’) instead of a determiner surrounded by parenthesis. From there, a

regular expression style of pattern matching is performed on the list of the custom POS

tags with a dictionary of reference sequences collectively representing a “standard syntax”

for typical subfigure image descriptions in caption text.
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Figure 3.2. Master-Dependent-Inset (MDI) Model. The panel on the left
shows the initial figure before annotation, and the panel on the right is a
copy that has been properly annotated according to the Master-Dependent-
Inset (MDI) model. The presence of a subfigure label is necessary for all
images given a “master image” designation. Notice the master image corre-
sponding to subfigure label “b” contains two dependent images (illustration
and graph). Since the master image corresponding to subfigure label “b”
governs more than one distinct image (i.e. the caption text associated with
“b” will refer to all the images in the series), this master image is classified
as a parent. Additional image features such as the scale bar and scale bar
label (when present) are also identified.

Figure Separator . The final component of the EXSCLAIM! pipeline involves sep-

arating the extracted figures into “master images” according to what we establish as the

Master-Dependent-Inset (MDI) modeling paradigm. In the MDI model, the master im-

age is defined relative to a subfigure label (“(a)”, “(b)”, etc.). The subfigure label is

the functional element bridging the visual image content to the text describing it. All
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visual components (i.e. all individual images, drawing, clarifying annotations) belonging

to the complete entity referenced by the subfigure label, regardless of the shape it forms

when all entities are considered together, are collectively referred to as the “master im-

age”. In addition to defining the master images in context of the full figure, the figure

separator module both classifies the image according to the nature of the image content,

i.e. microscopy, diffraction, graph, illustration image etc., and also extracts any scaling

information that is present in the form of a scale bar on images within the figure. Fig.

3.2 provides a detailed view of the MDI model applied to a standard figure. Both insets

and scaling info are shown in subfigure “(a)”, and subfigure “(b)” is useful for demon-

strating the need for a “master image” classification, as it is clear that the subfigure label

is referencing more than one distinct image. Moreover, when a master image contains

multiple dependent images, it is classified as a parent. The detection and classification

of master images is the primary task of the figure separator module, which follows a

two-stage framework outlined in Sec. 3.3. In the first stage is subfigure label detection,

where the goal is to detect all of the subfigure all subfigure labels presented in the com-

pound figure. This is achieved using a combination of object localization (YOLOv3-style

object detector [170])) and object recognition (ResNet-152 [70]) neural networks.. The

second stage starts with encoding the global subfigure label layout information, which is

extracted from the detected subfigure labels, into a binary mask. Then this binary mask,

which provides visual anchors for the positions of the subfigure labels, is concatenated

with the standard RGB input channels and fed into the master image detection module

(YOLOv3-style object detector [170]). Taken together, these neural networks function to

locate master images within the figure while preserving the association between master
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images and their respective subfigure labels, and further classify each master image based

on the appearance of its content.

Scale detection . Once the master images are detected, localized, and classified, the

final step is to extract any scaling information that exists. Scale detection also proceeds

through two networks. First an object detection neural network (Faster R-CNN [172]) is

used to detect the bounding boxes of any scale bar labels and scale bar lines in a given

figure. Next, the detected scale bar labels are fed into a Convolutional Recurrent Neural

Network (CRNN) [115, 114] in order to perform text recognition, making the scale bar

label text machine readable. The result of the CRNN is processed by a rule-based search

to ensure the output is a valid scale bar label (i.e. a number followed by a unit). Multiple

scale bar lines and scale bar labels in a single figure are matched by assigning the scale

bar labels to scale bar lines greedily based on the distance between the center of their

respective bounding boxes. Each matched scale bar pair is assigned to the subfigure in

which it is contained. Using the length in pixels of the scale bar line and the subfigure

and the scale bar label text, the real space size of the subfigure can be determined.

Crowdsourcing Figure Annotation with Mechanical Turk . Ultimately, DL

models are needed for detecting the locations of the master images and classifying these

images by type. In order to achieve sufficient accuracy, these models must be trained on

images that are deemed as proper references, or have been verified as representing the

correct way to locate and classify master images (i.e. ground truth). Since the demands

of this task are unique in that figure separation does not fall explicitly within the canon of

standard computer vision training tasks, we needed an approach to scale the annotation

effort to ensure the best accuracy on the figure separation task. For this, we used the
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Figure 3.3. Mechanical Turk GUI for Figure Separation Annotation. A
snapshot of the graphical use interface (GUI) that is accessible via the
MTurk worker platform (https://www.mturk.com/worker) is included be-
low. MTurk workers with an extensive record of positive work on the plat-
form (both in number of tasks completed and overall accuracy when it comes
to task acceptance) have the proper credentials to access and complete the
“HITS” (Human Intelligence Tasks) when they’re posted to the site. Work-
ers can select the various categories at the bottom that are used to describe
the objects in the figure, and after drawing a bounding box around the
object, they are asked to either further classify the image (i.e. choosing
diffraction as the image type in the example below), or transcribe the text
in the case of subfigure labels and scale bar labels. All workers must follow
the directions closely and are required to acknowledge that they understand
the task before submission. When one of the members of the EXSCLAIM!
project reviews the HIT submitted by the worker, if directions are not fol-
lowed, or it is clear that the task was completed in a rushed or careless
fashion, the HIT is rejected. This helps ensure the quality of the training
dataset created for this task of figure separation.
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crowdsourcing platform from Amazon called Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Though proper

interpretation of a scientific image often requires an expert to understand the nuances of

the image content, identifying where the master images are located, as well as their proper

classification, can be formulated so that those without a rigorous science background can

annotate the images with only a very modest amount of instruction. As such, we designed

a custom figure annotation GUI (snapshots of the GUI are included in the Fig. 3.3) within

the MTurk platform, and asked workers to draw bounding boxes around each master image

in the dataset, and then classify them. This allowed us to quickly create a dataset of >

3000 MDI annotated figures (∼18,000 separate images). The basis for training the current

version of the figure separator involves augmentation of a random sampling of 2000 of the

annotated images from MTurk and is described in more detail in Sec. 3.3.

3.3. Technical Details

Scientific literature contains large volumes of complex, unstructured figures that are

compound in nature (i.e. composed of multiple images, graphs, and drawings). Separation

of these compound figures is critical for information retrieval from these figures. Most pre-

vious work on compound figure separation (CFS) decomposes the figures into the smallest

possible subfigures [239, 113, 210, 218, 145], which misses an important opportunity to

incorporate association between subfigures and caption information. It is important to

note that captions provide essential description to help users understand the content of

the figures in scientific articles. Frequently, authors include separate descriptions for each

subcaption in the compound figure caption. Thus, a method for parsing compound figures
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Caption: 

(a) Photograph of the as-prepared bimetallic Ag/Au-FNMs floating at the 

surface of the solution. (b and c) TEM images, (d) HAADF-STEM image and 

corresponding nanoscale TEM elemental mapping of the Ag/Au-FNMs. (e) A 

typical UV-visspectra of Ag/Au NPs in solution and the dry Ag/Au-FNMs.

Image Type:
Basic Photo

Image Description:
Photograph of the as-prepared bimetallic Ag/Au-FNMs 

floating at the surface of the solution.

Image Type:
Microscopy

Image Description:
TEM images.

Image Type:
Graph

Image Description:
A typical UV-visspectra of Ag/Au NPs in solution

 and the dry Ag/Au-FNMs.

Image Type:
Parent

Image Description:
HAADF-STEM image and corresponding nanoscale 

TEM elemental mapping of the Ag/Au-FNMs.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4. An example of compound figure separation following authorial
intent: (a) shows the original compound figure. (b) shows the results from
the proposed compound figure separation method, in which each subfigure
is associated with the descriptive information from the caption and its image
type. Image source: (Wu et al. Nanoscale, 2012)

into subfigures in such a way that is consistent with authorial intent has the promise to

improve separation performance.

By convention, authors typically place indices (subfigure labels, i.e. ”a”, ”b”, ”c”,

etc.) in front of the subfigures and their respective caption components1, as shown in

Fig. 3.4(a). In this paper, we propose a new compound figure separation strategy that

decomposes compound figures under the guidance of subfigure labels. In Fig. 3.4(b),

we provide an example where the compound figure is decomposed into several subfigures

while each subfigure is assigned a subfigure label. The decomposition is accomplished

using a two-stage framework, as shown in Fig. 3.5. In the first stage, subfigure labels

1Our method also handles the case where sub-figure labels are placed above/below subfigures
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Compound Figure Subfigure Label Detector 4D Image Tensor Master Image Detector Segmentation Result

Stage 1 Stage 2

Figure 3.5. Overview of the proposed method. The compound figure is fed
into the subfigure label detector to locate subfigure labels. The location of
the subfigure labels is concatenated with the compound figure to generate
a 4D image tensor, which is then fed into the master image detector to get
the segmentation result.

are detected with the subfigure label detection module. Then in the second stage, the

compound figure, along with layout information extracted from detected subfigure labels,

are fed into the subfigure detection module for subfigure detection.

Before we describe in detail the proposed framework, it is important to note that there

are two existing challenges in addressing the compound figure separation problem. One is

the imbalanced distribution of different subfigure labels (i.e. data imbalance problem). As

shown in Fig. 3.6, we count the number of different subfigure labels in about 1200 com-

pound figures. Obviously, some subfigure labels (e.g. ”g”, ”h”) occur far less frequently

than other subfigure labels (e.g. ”a”, ”b”), which could easily lead to a subfigure label

detector with a huge bias. The other challenge is the huge in-class variation of subfigures.

Target subfigures can sometimes be a combination of several images (e.g. the subfigure

labeled by ”d” in Fig. 3.8(a)). Previous methods, such as the CFS algorithm (e.g. [218]

shown in Fig. 3.8(d)), will likely fail to make a correct detection because intrinsic features

of the subfigure are not enough to lead to a confident prediction.
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a:1166

b:1164

c:959

d:751

e:424

f:327

g:125

h:74

Figure 3.6. Distribution of different subfigure labels.

Subfigure label detection module . Unlike a conventional object detection frame-

work, which trains the object localization module and recognition module simultaneously,

we decouple these two modules to address the data imbalance problem. The subfigure

label detection module is formulated as:

{
F l
i,j

}
= F l(Ic)

Bl
i,j, O

l
i,j = Gl(F l

i,j)

C l
i,j = Hl(Ic, B

l
i,j)1[O

l
i,j > ϵ]

(3.1)

where F l is the feature extraction function, which encodes the input compound figure Ic

into a feature map, composing of a set of feature vectors F l
i,j (i, j denote the coordinate
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of the feature map, l denotes the subfigure label detection module). Gl is the bounding

box prediction function, which predicts the bounding box Bl
i,j and confidence score Ol

i,j

for each feature vector. Bl
i,j is represented by the xy-coordinates of the center of the

bounding box and the width and height of the bounding box (i.e. Bl
i,j = {x, y, w, h}).

1[.] is the indicator function. Hl is the classification function, which classifies the patches

cropped from the compound figure into different subfigure label categories C l
i,j. During

inference, low confidence bounding boxes are culled before being fed into the classification

function.

Then the localization module (i.e. F l,Gl) and classification module (i.e. Hl) are

optimized separately.

F l,Gl = argmin
F l,Gl

∑
i,j

L1(B
l
i,j) + λL2(O

l
i,j)

Hl = argmin
Hl

∑
i,j

L3(C
l
i,j)

(3.2)

where L1 is the regression loss measuring the difference between the predicted bounding

box and the ground truth. We use anchor-based loss[169, 170] in this paper. L2 is the

binary cross-entropy loss predicting the confidence scores and L3 is the cross-entropy loss

which is widely used for classification problems. λ is a hyperparameter.

Subfigure detection module. A key component in our framework is the subfig-

ure detection module, which incorporates layout information from the detected subfigure

labels to improve the performance of detecting subfigures within a compound figure. A
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feature vector

anchor feature vector

latent feature vector

concat
a

b

c

d

Detected 

Subfigure Labels

(i.e. a, b, c, d)

+

bounding boxes

Figure 3.7. A step-by-step illustration of the subfigure detection module.
The binary mask containing the global layout information from the detected
subfigure labels is concatenated with the compound figure to provide extra
features. Then the location of subfigure labels is used to select anchor
feature vectors. Latent feature vectors are then computed from the the
anchor feature vectors for a more accurate prediction.

step-by-step illustration of the subfigure detection module is provided in Fig. 3.7. In par-

ticular, the layout information of the detected subfigure labels is encoded into a binary

mask.

Mb(u, v) =

 1, (u, v) ∈ Bl

0, otherwise
(3.3)

where Bl =
{
Bl

i,j|C l
i,j > 0

}
is the set of bounding boxes of detected subfigure labels.

Then the binary mask is used as an extra feature, which is fed into the feature ex-

traction function F s along with the compound figure (s denotes the subfigure detection

module). {
F s
i,j

}
= F s(Ic,Mb) (3.4)

Unlike conventional object detection frameworks, in which feature vectors with high

confidence scores are selected, we use the location of the detected subfigure labels to select

proper feature vectors (i.e. anchor feature vector F s
anchor). By doing so, the association
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between subfigure labels and their respective subfigures are preserved.

F s
anchor =

{
F s
x,y|(x, y) ∈ Bl

i,j, C
l
i,j > 0

}
(3.5)

According to the anchor-based bounding box regression loss[169, 170], the feature

vectors located at the center of the target object are more likely to make a more accurate

estimation of bounding boxes. However, subfigure labels usually appear at the corner

of their respective subfigures, thus the selected anchor feature vectors usually appear far

from the center of the target subfigure. As shown in Fig. 3.7, we introduce the latent

feature vectors (i.e. F s
latent) for a more accurate bounding box prediction, which are

computed from the anchor feature vectors but closer to the center of the target subfigures

(see ablation study in Sec. 3.3.2). Then bounding boxes of subfigures are predicted from

these latent feature vectors.

Bs
a, O

s
a = Gs(F s

anchor)

F s
latent =

{
F s
x,y|(x, y) ∈ Bs

a

}
Bs, Os = Gs(F s

latent)

(3.6)

where Bs, Os denote the bounding box and confidence score of each detected subfigure.

Bs
a, O

s
a are auxiliary variables.

F s,Gs = argmin
Fs,Gs

∑
(x,y)∈Bs

a

L4(x, y) + L1(B
s) + λL2(O

s) (3.7)

As shown in Eq. 3.7, the optimization process is based on three different loss functions,

the regression loss (i.e. L1) of bounding boxes, the binary cross-entropy loss (i.e. L2) of
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Method AP0.5 AP0.75 AP0.5:0.95

Mukaddem [145] 24% 20% 19%
Tsutusi [218] 84% 76% 63%
Proposed 90% 82% 72%

Table 3.1. Comparison of the performance of different compound figure
separation methods.

confidence scores, and mean square error loss (i.e. L4) measuring distance between the

location of the latent feature vectors and the centers of subfigures.

3.3.1. Experiments

Approximately 2000 compound figures were crawled from the Royal Chemistry Society

(RCS), Springer Nature, and American Chemical Society (ACS) journal families, and

were uploaded to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a platform for crowdsourced data

labeling. Then the labeled figures were randomly divided into the training set (∼ 800

figures) and the testing set (∼ 1200 figures)2.

For the feature extraction function (F l,F s), we use Darknet-53[170] to encode the

input images into a stack of different scaled feature maps, followed by a feature pyra-

mid layer[121]. We use 1x1 convolutional layer as the bounding box prediction function

(Gl,Gs). We use the ResNet-152[70] as the classification function ((Hl)) 3.

During the training process, we use the Adam[106] optimizer while decaying the learn-

ing rate every 10000 iterations. It is worth noting that the classification function is trained

with a mixture of real MTurk-labeled images and synthetic images. Each synthetic image

2The code of this paper is released as part of the Github project: https://github.com/MaterialEyes/
exsclaim
3A validation dataset is released on https://petreldata.net/mdf/detail/exclaim_validation_v1.

1/

https://github.com/MaterialEyes/exsclaim
https://github.com/MaterialEyes/exsclaim
https://petreldata.net/mdf/detail/exclaim_validation_v1.1/
https://petreldata.net/mdf/detail/exclaim_validation_v1.1/
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(a) Photograph of the as-prepared bimetallic Ag/Au-FNMs floating at the 

surface of the solution. (b and c) TEM images, (d) HAADF-STEM image and 

corresponding nanoscale TEM elemental mapping of the Ag/Au-FNMs. (e) A 

typical UV-visspectra of Ag/Au NPs in solution and the dry Ag/Au-FNMs.ipsum

a b c

d e

(a) (c)(b) (d)

Figure 3.8. Comparison of different compound figure separation algorithms.
(a). An example compound figure with its respective caption. Subfigure
labels (the ones in red circles) appear in both the compound figure and
the caption, bridging the connection between them. (b). The separation
result by the proposed framework, which detects subfigures along with their
respective subfigure labels. (c). The separation result by [145]. (d). The
separation result by [218]. Image source: (Wu et al. Nanoscale, 2012)

is generated by cropping a random background patch from a random compound figure

and pasting a random letter (e.g. ”a”, ”b”) onto it.

For the testing set containing 1164 images and 4982 subfigure labels, the detector

detects 4777 true positive labels and 24 false positive labels, resulting in a precision equal

to 99.5% and a recall equal to 95.9%.

As shown in Table. 3.1, the Average Precision (AP) is used to measure the performance

of different compound figure separation. Here the notation APσ denotes the value of AP

when setting the Intersect-over-Union (IoU) as σ. Mukaddem et al. [145] uses hand-

crafted features for subfigure detection, an approach which works only for subfigure with

sharp boundary and rich content (as shown in Fig. 3.8(c)). Tsutusi et al. [218] is a

CNN-based method, which performs better than [145] but also fails to detect ”compound

subfigure” (as shown in Fig. 3.8(d)). As expected, with the help of subfigure labels, the

proposed algorithm outperforms the other two methods, improving the mean Average

Precision (mAP) metric by over 9% compared to existing approaches.
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Methods a b g h Avg.

Baseline 83% 80% 34% 40% 60%
Proposed 88% 89% 86% 81% 84%

Table 3.2. Comparison of the performance (AP0.5) of training subfigure
label detector with/without module decoupling.

3.3.2. Ablation study

We conduct two experiments here for ablation study.

One is to validate how the decoupling process addresses the data imbalance problem.

As the baseline, we train the subfigure label detector directly with the training set. As

shown in Table 3.2, we compare the AP0.5 of the baseline and the proposed on the most

frequent and least frequent subfigure labels. Without the decoupling process (Table 2),

the performance drops significantly (∼ 40%) for the least frequent subfigure labels. As

expected, the decoupling process produces a detector with less bias, improving average

performance by 24%.

In another experiment, we validate how the latent feature vectors improve the detec-

tion precision. As a baseline, we predict the bounding boxes directly from the anchor fea-

ture vectors, which results in AP0.5 = 90%, AP0.75 = 65%, AP0.5:0.95 = 60%. As expected,

introducing the latent feature vectors significantly improves the detection precision (e.g.

17%) with a large IoU threshold (e.g. 0.75).

3.3.3. Conclusion

The proposed two-stage framework, which decomposes the compound figure according to

the authorial intent, is able to automatically label each separated subfigure by the infor-

mation from its corresponding caption, with existing natural language processing tools
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(described in more detail in [186]). The proposed approach is also useful for information

retrieval tasks. More results and interesting findings can be found in Appendix A.

3.4. Results

The extraction modules, outlined individually in the Section 3.2, incrementally trans-

form the query into a final exsclaim output structure, which contains all of the information

necessary to create a dataset annotated from caption descriptions in the literature. There

are several components of this pipeline that must be considered in evaluating overall per-

formance. Here, we (1) validate classification accuracy for the figure separator tool using

precision and recall metrics obtained on a reference data set, (2) examine the various sce-

narios for how caption text is assigned, quantifying accuracy for the case where a single

keyword is used to describe the image, and finally (3) provide suggestions for how to create

new labels or general topics to associate with images that are left un- or under-annotated.

In total, the results emphasize the attention placed on accuracy and extensibility of the

EXSCLAIM! pipeline design.

3.4.1. Validation of the figure separator tool on MTurk Dataset

In order to validate the classification and bounding box prediction accuracy of the figure

separator tool, 784 figures (3555 separated images) from the crowdsourced MTurk dataset

– withheld during training – were used as part of the validation set. The results are shown

in Fig. 3.9. Images were scraped from both Nature and ACS publishing sources (the code

for the scrapers is easily extendable to other journal sources), and positive predictive value
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Figure 3.9. Precision and Recall for Image Classification. The confusion
matrices highlight the nature of the mistakes made in each classification
scenario (i.e. looking at a column and row for the same image type, the
intersection represents the true positive number while the associated false
positives are the column entries and the associated false negatives are rows)
at two confidence thresholds (a) no threshold, and (b) high threshold for
N=3555 images. In both cases, the precision scores are adequate, particu-
larly in the case of the microscopy, graph, and diffraction images. Recall suf-
fers across the board as correctness is emphasized over completeness in the
design of the pipeline. Images in (c) highlight some of the more easily ratio-
nalized examples of false positive microscopy classifications. — DOIs for ar-
ticles containing the example images (left to right): 10.1038/ncomms14925,
10.1038/srep08722, 10.1038/ncomms4631.

(precision), which is loosely the correctness of the positive classification, is always prior-

itized over a measure of completeness, such as recall. Confusion matrices summarizing
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important aspects of the classification performance are given in both a “no threshold”

(Fig. 3.9(a)) and “high threshold” (Fig. 3.9(b)) condition. In the “no threshold” condi-

tion, the most likely classification in the final output of the neural network is accepted,

regardless of its magnitude. In the “high threshold” condition, only classifications with

values of magnitude greater than or equal to 0.99 are accepted. In this context, the

threshold is a proxy for classification confidence in the figure separator. Both microscopy

and graph classification with “no threshold” and “high threshold” specification are favor-

able from a precision perspective with all scores in excess of 0.80 – and furthermore, the

“high-threshold” precision for graphs is 0.98.

One of the primary use cases for the EXSCLAIM! toolkit is the construction of self-

labeled datasets, and in the assumption of data abundance (i.e. the opportunity cost of

passing up on an image is low), the low recall values from false negatives (particularly

diffraction images identified as microscopy images) are not as detrimental to the integrity

of the set as images that are incorrectly identified as an image type they are not (i.e.

false positives). Fig. 3.9(c) highlights some of the interesting false positive trends where

a sizable population of diffraction, illustration, and parent classes are being incorrectly

assigned as microscopy images. In the case of the diffraction example (left), the diffrac-

tion patterns show periodicity reminiscent of atomic-resolution microscopy images, so

the microscopy assignment seems logical. The false positive for an illustration (middle)

maintains some features commonly associated with a microscopy image, such as a darker

background, and even the coloring of the graphene sheet resembles a texture present in

microscopy images, but globally is clearly not a microscopy image. Finally, the parent on

the far right (Fig. 3.9(c)) actually does contain a microscopy image, but since the image
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below it does not contain a subfigure label and is “semantically” tied to the microscopy

image in “a”, the most appropriate classification for this image is “parent”.

3.4.2. Sample Query: Electron Microscopy Images of Nanostructures

We illustrate the utility of EXSCLAIM! for labeling materials imaging datasets with an ex-

ample of electron microscopy images of nanostructures. Open source Nature articles were

collected from a “Sort By Relevance” search related to the collection of queries formed

from the following lists of keywords: (“electron microscope”, “electron microscopy”),

and (”nanoparticle”, ”nanosheet”, ”nanoflake”, ”nanorod”, ”nanotube”, ”nanoplate”,

”nanocrystal”, ”nanowire”, ”nanosphere”, ”nanocapsule”, ”nanofiber”). This specific

query mimics a wildcard-style search for nanostructures imaged in an electron microscopy

modality and returned a total of 13,450 open-source articles with 83,504 figure-caption

pairs. For the purpose of quantifying overall retrieval performance on microscopy images,

which involves both an assessment of image classification and keyword labeling accuracy,

we restrict the following quantitative measurements to articles in the top 10% of the rel-

evancy ranked list, which is a reasonable simplification because the labels defined by the

query (“nanoparticle, “nanowire”, etc.) depends on the presence of the keyword in the

caption, and the median keyword frequency decays exponentially across article rank. This

collection of articles has a yield of 29,096 separate images.

Graphs and microscopy images are among the most popular image types for this spe-

cific query. The high prevalence of microscopy images is expected, as a result of including

microscopy-relevant keywords as a separate word family, whereas the high frequency of

graphs is most likely a result of how authors choose to format scientific results. Fig.
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Figure 3.10. Distribution of Image Types and Keyword Labeling Accuracy.
The query in this example is used to extract electron microscopy images
of general nanostructures from Nature journals. The bar plot in (a) shows
the distribution of image types extracted at two different thresholds. The
bar plots in (b) and (c) further subdivide the population of high confidence
microscopy images. In (b), the distribution of label types are recorded. In
this context, single and multi-label refer the existence of a keyword label.
Label unassigned (uas) means that caption text has been distributed to the
image, but no keyword label from the query exists. Caption unassigned
(uas) refers to a scenario where the caption distributor was not able to
confidently distribute a proper substring to caption text. The bar plot in (c)
represents the distribution of labels in the top 10% of retrieved microscopy
images and provides a measurement of the joint probability that an image
classified as microscopy and given the corresponding subsequent label is a
true microscopy image represented by the given label.

3.10(a) highlights the distribution of predicted image types in the top 10% of retrieved

articles, and indicates the threshold used to assign the classification with further color

coded divisions of each bar. These thresholds (“no threshold” and “high threshold”)

again act as proxy for classification confidence and are consistent with the definitions
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given in the evaluation of the figure separator on the MTurk dataset. Within both graphs

and microscopy images, 75% of the total population receives a high-level of confidence

associated with the prediction of its image type (i.e. high threshold condition), which is

likely a consequence of having a more precisely defined image type. This distribution of

predicted image types in Fig. 3.10(a) is useful for quantifying the approximate number or

percentage of high-confidence extractions (image classification) that one could expect to

obtain for a given query. Moreover, taken with the results on the MTurk images from Fig.

3.9 , it is likely that a large fraction of the high-confidence classifications, particularly in

the case of microscopy images and graphs, are actual instances of microscopy images or

graphs because of the high precision scores.

To give classification confidence some further meaning in the context of the construc-

tion of self-labeled microscopy image dataset, it is important to start examining both the

frequency and quality of the processed caption text during caption assignment, because

it is this text that is used to ultimately describe the image content (i.e. it is the differ-

ence between constructing a generic dataset of microscopy images vs. a highly specific

dataset of atomic resolution microscopy images of Ag nanoparticles). First, we examine

the frequency at which the processed text is assigned to images and look further at the

nature of the text extracted (i.e. is it a single keyword? multiple keywords? sentence

or phrase?) Fig. 3.10(b) identifies four categories of possible image labeling. The most

common case, “label uas” (label unassigned) represents a population of the separated im-

ages that have received a portion of the caption text as a description, but do not contain

any of the keywords from the query. The “caption uas” (caption unassigned) category,

contains separated images that have not received a portion of the caption text at all.
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These captions that should be assigned typically have sentence structure complexities,

such as multiple compound subjects, or long intervening phrases, etc., that make caption

distribution somewhat ambiguous. And while the percentage of “caption uas” images is

somewhat high, this is to some degree intentional, as the data abundance assumption

and “no information is better than bad information” design principles underscore many

of the extraction steps in the pipeline for the purposes of keeping the data clean. Also,

the current regular expression approach taken in caption distribution provides users with

the ability to extend or fine tune the system to better suit individual use cases. This is

one of the advantages of using a rule-based approach opposed to learning-based approach:

the logic behind caption distribution is transparent, readable, and easily modifiable. The

final conditions, identified in Fig. 3.10(b), are the single and multi-label conditions, which

represent images containing assigned caption text with explicit reference to one or more

of the query keywords.

The single-label condition is further broken down in Fig. 3.10(c), and its relation to the

initial full set of extracted microscopy images is emphasized with the gray coloring in Fig.

3.10(a) ( 24% of the images in the high-threshold group have a single keyword label). The

bar chart shows the distribution of images assigned to each keyword, as well as a measure of

the joint probability of both the predicted microscopy classification and keyword as being

correctly identified. The average joint probability of the positive microscopy/keyword

prediction computed across all classes is 87%, which means that of the 1909 single-label

microscopy images, 1660 are true microscopy images with appropriate keyword labels.

Across the entirety of the extracted images (beyond the results for the top 10% recorded

here), there are approximately 4300 microscopy images with a single keyword explicitly
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Figure 3.11. Examples of Images Extracted and Labeled with EXSCLAIM!
The extracted images contain both a keyword label from a word family
associated with the query, as well as grammatically sufficient sequence of
distributed caption text. Some caption distribution examples are simple, as
in (a) where all the words distributed are linearly connected, however, the
current caption distributor extraction class is also designed to adequately
capture more complex structural dependence relationships (b-c) where the
subject is separated from the text completing the full consistent description.

related to the query. With the 87% joint probability of the positive microscopy/keyword

prediction, we would expect a full dataset for this query to contain approximately 3725

high-confidence microscopy images with the appropriate keyword label.

Current caption distribution prioritizes identification of appropriate keywords over

language correctness, so only keyword accuracy is factored into the ground truth com-

parisons in Fig. 3.10. There are, however, many examples where both the keywords are

successfully extracted, and the distributed caption is grammatically sufficient, and this
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even extends to scenarios where the caption text assignment contains non-contiguous seg-

ments. For example, in Fig. 3.11(a), the distributed caption uses all the text from the

subfigure identifier “(b)” to the period signifying the end of the sentence, however Figs.

3.11(b-c) show that the current method is capable of parsing the sentence at a higher

structural level and pick out the structurally closest sequence of text, even when it is

not linearly the closest. For example, in the Fig. 3.11(c), the subject of the sentence

“TEM images” is not matched to the linearly closest descriptions (adjectives) or even

closest preposition, but in this case to the preposition at the end of the sentence, which

structurally makes sense and is the proper division of this caption text.

3.4.3. Extraction of Scaling Information from Images

Magnification of objects is fundamental to microscopic imaging. With suitable estimation

of object magnification, achieved by recognizing and interpreting the scale bar length

and accompanying text (scale bar-scale bar label) in the separated subfigures images,

researchers can begin quantifying image content based on size. In addition, searches

through resulting databases can be refined to a particular size range, giving users greater

control over results. Further modeling can combine scale and caption information to

associate keyword terms with dimensions. To quantify the accuracy of the scale detection

step, 440 figures containing 920 scale bar-scale bar label pairs from the MTurk dataset

that were withheld during training were used. The predicted pixel length of the scale bar

line differed from the ground truth value by a mean absolute error of 5.4%. This level of

error is similar to that of humans performing the task and negligible when determining

the approximate scale of the image. Scale bar label recognition overall is 92% accurate
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Figure 3.12. Accuracy of scale bar label detection. The plot in (a) shows
how accuracy varies as a function of confidence threshold, including the
number of images present at a given threshold. For all thresholds shown,
there are at least 500 samples. When the confidence level associated with
the scale bar label detection is 0.6, the overall accuracy (percentage of scale
bar labels that are exactly right – both the number the unit) is ¿ 0.95. The
confusion matrices in (b) and (c) highlight the accuracy of the predicted
number and unit components for the scale bar label recognition. Larger
scales (i.e. mm and cm) were not adequately represented in the training
set, so they are not part of the test set. Both number and scale recognition
accuracy is high at the 0.2 threshold (∼92% and ∼99% respectively for the
labels shown). The examples in (d) show common instances of the low-
resolution and low-contrast conditions that are responsible for a majority
of the prediction errors.

(both number and unit) (as shown in Fig. 3.12(a-c)) when the confidence threshold is

0.2. This is a reasonable accuracy given the variance in the quality of the scale bar text

itself. It is not uncommon for authors to leave the default scale bar text untouched when

a microscopy image is included as part of a compound figure – this is problematic because

the native text size is often too small for high quality visualization, and there are many

instances where the color of the text is similar to the image content it sits on top of (i.e.,

recognition suffers from very low contrast). Refer to some of the examples included in the

Fig. 3.12(d) which support these general observations.
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3.4.4. Hierarchical Label Assignment

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the EXSCLAIM! tool in situations where key-

words are extracted from the caption text, and we even show that in some situations

when the structure of the caption is complex, caption assignment is still capable of ex-

tracting sentences and phrases in a way that preserves the intended meaning. However,

currently, keywords are defined explicitly by the query, so any other related topics that are

prominent in the returned set, but not explicitly specified within the query, are ignored.

The advantage of treating the problem of dataset construction in this manner is that it

ensures a high degree of relevance in the images that are assigned a keyword label, but it

significantly limits the scope of the self-labeling task in general (i.e. Fig. 3.10(b). reveals

that 43% of the images in the nanostructure example contained distributed caption text

but were without explicit keyword labels). To this end, we explore how modern natural

language processing (NLP) tools can be leveraged to transform the phrases or sentences

of the distributed caption text into a series of relevant, hierarchical labels for each image

they are referencing. More details of the outlined approach can refer to [186].

The task of resolving the sentence or phrases into a series of relevant image labels is

handled using Word2Vec [139] and Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) [17] topic modeling

at multiple structural levels. First, the explicit text of the caption must be processed

to extract the most important nouns and adjectives that are indicative of the specific

content of the given image. Fig. 3.13 provides examples of how an image/caption pair is

transformed into a series of hierarchical labels that describe and provide context for the

image content. In all examples, the “caption” labels are determined using an iterative

word dropout approach that removes words furthest away (measured by cosine similarity)
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Figure 3.13. Example Image Labels after Hierarchical Label Assign-
ment. (a-g) Examples of hierarchical label assignment for images con-
taining a properly distributed caption. For each image, the caption la-
bels are limited to caption text only. Conversely, the abstract labels
are free to draw additional relevant words from the abstract text, and
the topic labels come from the human-assigned topic names from the
LDA topic summaries. — DOIs for articles containing the example im-
ages (natural reading order): 10.1038/s41598-019-40198-1,10.1038/s41467-
019-12142-4, 10.1038/s41467-019-12885-0, 10.1038/s41598-019-55803-6,
10.1038/srep17716, 10.1038/am2016167, 10.1038/srep42734.

from the center of the current group. The “abstract” labels are the 2-3 words closest to

the center of the combination of abstract and caption words, and typically provide context

for the image that is not found explicitly in the caption. Finally, the LDA model trained

on the abstracts and introduction texts, assigns the best “topic” label to the document

containing the image, if a confidence threshold of 0.80 is exceeded. Fig. 3.13 overall
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provides several compelling examples of how this approach can provide useful contextual

labels for the images from language outside that found explicitly in the distributed caption.

For example, we learn things that we can confirm visually, such as the fact that nanorods

are elongated and cylindrical (Fig. 3.13(a)). We also learn things that an expert might

know that are useful for understanding the function of the image content, such as the

facts that: Fe/FeO nanocrystals function as nanotherapeutics (Fig. 3.13(b)); RuIrZnOx-

U nanoboxes are synthetic as opposed to biological catalysts (Fig. 3.13(c)); austenite

grains describe the “microstructure” of the image (Fig. 3.13(d)); nanocrystals are MA lead

halide perovskite (numerical characters get stripped in the text preprocessing, so ‘mapbbr’

refers to for MAPbBr3) (Fig. 3.13(f)), and even in Fig. 3.13(e) where the abstract context

is more redundant than unique or complimentary, the topic provides useful context for

where the specific image content appears from an application perspective.

There are a few subtle issues with some of the assigned labels that are a result of

some of the known shortcomings in Word2Vec model training. Most notably is that in

some cases, similarity is more indicative of how interchangeable/related words are, as

opposed to measuring their actual likeness. For example, the nanoboxes in Figure 8c

are inaccurately labeled as photocatalysts and should be described as electrocatalysts.

While these words are highly related and often found in interchangeable contexts (i.e.

[photocatalysts/electrocatalysts] facilitate water-splitting . . . etc.), they can present cer-

tain instances where the suggested labeling in problematic. Overall, the combination of

Word2Vec modeling with LDA topic discovery provides a solid backbone for self-labeling

imaging effort. Future work will involve finding ways to use language components and

the imaging analysis jointly to describe image content
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3.5. Conclusion

We present EXSCLAIM!, a software pipeline for the automatic EXtraction, Separa-

tion, and Caption-based natural Language Annotation of IMages from scientific figures,

detailing the specific extraction tools and providing quantitative measures of performance

for image type classification and keyword labeling accuracy on a crowdsourced-labeled

dataset, and an extracted dataset of nanostructure figures from Nature family journals, re-

spectively. In addition, we provided discussions and useful model implementations aimed

at assigning image labels from complete sentence text. All tools in the main extraction

pipeline are available on github (https://github.com/MaterialEyes/exsclaim). Successful

consolidation of images and self-labeling of images from scientific literature sources will

not only enhance the navigation and searchability of images spanning materials, medical,

and biological domains, but is a vital first step towards introducing scientific imaging

to the canon of training datasets for state-of-the art deep learning and computer vision

algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4

Spectra Data Extraction from Spectrographs

4.1. Introduction

Spectroscopy, primarily in the electromagnetic spectrum, is a fundamental exploratory

tool in the fields of physics, chemistry, and astronomy, allowing the composition, physical

structure and electronic structure of matter to be investigated at the atomic, molecular

and macro scale, and over astronomical distances. In materials science, in particular,

X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and Raman spectroscopy play a very

important role in analyzing the characteristics of materials at the atomic level. For the

purpose of understanding the insights behind these measurements, data points are usually

displayed in graphical form within scientific journal articles. However, it is not standard

for materials researchers to release raw data along with their publications. As a result,

other researchers have to use interactive plot data extraction tools to extract data points

from the graph image, which makes it difficult for large scale data acquisition and analysis.

In particular, high-quality experimental spectroscopy data is critical for the development

of machine learning (ML) models, and the difficulty involved in extracting such data from

the scientific literature hinders efforts in ML of materials properties. It is therefore highly

desirable to develop a tool for the digitization of spectroscopy graphical plots. We use as

prototypical examples XANES and Raman spectroscopy graphs, which often have a series
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Figure 4.1. An overview of the proposed Plot2Spectra pipeline. An example
of XANES graph images is first fed into the axis alignment module, which
outputs the position of axes, the values of the ticks along x axis and the
plot region. Then the plot region is fed into the plot data extraction module
which detects plot lines. Figure is from Ref. [173].

of difficult-to-separate line plots within the same image. However, the approach and tool

can be applied on other types of graph images.

Earlier work [98, 132, 131] on extracting plot lines from the graph images focus on

dealing with plot lines with pivot points, which are likely to fail if the assumption does

not hold. WebPlotDigitizer [175] is one of the most popular plot data extraction tools to

date. However, the burden of having to manually align axes, input tick values, pick out

the color of the target plot, and draw the region where the plot falls in is cumbersome

and not conducive to automation.

In this chapter, we develop Plot2Spectra, which transforms plot lines from the graph

image into sets of coordinates in an automatic fashion. As shown in Fig. 4.1, there are two

stages in the plot digitizer. The first stage involves an axis alignment module. We first

adopt an anchor-free object detection model to detect plot regions, and then refine the

detected bounding boxes with the edge-based constraint to force the left/bottom edges

to align with axes. Then we apply the scene text detection and recognition algorithms to
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recognize the ticks along the x axis. The second stage is the plot data extraction module.

We first employ semantic segmentation to separate pixels belonging to plot lines from the

background, and from there, incorporate optical flow constraints to the plot line pixels to

assign them to the appropriate line (data instance) they encode.

The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows.

(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to develop the plot digitizer which

extracts spectra data from the graph image in a fully automatic fashion.

(2) We suppress axis misalignment by introducing an edge-based constraint to refine

the bounding boxes detected by the conventional CNN-based object detection

model.

(3) We propose an optical flow based method, by analyzing the statistical proprieties

of plot lines, to address the problem of plot line detection (i.e. assign foreground

pixels to the appropriate plot lines).

4.2. Method

In this section, we provide more details about the proposed Plot2Spectra tool. The

general pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.1. The pipeline is made of two

modules. The first module is the axis alignment module, which takes the graph image as

the input and outputs the position of axes, the value and position of ticks along x axis as

well as a suggested plot region. The second module is the plot data extraction module,

which takes the plot region as the input and outputs each detected plot line as a set of (x,

y) coordinates. With the detected plot lines, ticks, and axes, we are able to perform any
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. Examples of axis misalignment. (a) There are noticeable gaps
between the left/bottom edges of the bounding boxes (blue boxes) and the
axes. (b) The left/bottom edges of the bounding boxes (red boxes) are
perfectly aligned with the the axes. Figures are from Refs. [179, 211, 201]
(left to right, top to down).

subsequent plot analysis (e.g. re-plot data into a new graph image, compute similarities,

perform ML tasks, etc.).

4.2.1. Axis alignment

In the axis alignment module, we first adopt an anchor-free object detector [213] to detect

plot regions and refine the predicted bounding boxes with the edge-based loss. We then

apply the pre-trained scene text detector [9] and the pre-trained scene text recognizer [8]

to extract and interpret all tick labels below the x-axis.

Given the graph image I ∈ RH×W×3, let F ∈ RHF×WF×C be the feature map computed

by the backbone CNN. Assume the ground truth bounding boxes for the graph image are

defined as {Bi}, where Bi = (xi
0, y

i
0, x

i
1, y

i
1) ∈ R4. Here (xi

0, y
i
0) and (xi

1, y
i
1) denote the

coordinates of the left-top and right-bottom corners of the bounding box, respectively.
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For each location (x, y) on the feature map F , it can be mapped back to the graph image

as ( W
WF

(x+ 1
2
), H

HF
(y+ 1

2
)) (i.e. the center of the receptive field of the location (x, y)). For

the feature vector at each location (x, y), a 4D vector tx,y = (l, t, r, b) and a class label cx,y

are predicted. The ground truth class label is denoted as c∗x,y = {0, 1} (i.e. 0, 1 denote the

labels for background and foreground pixels, respectively) and the ground truth regression

targets for each location is denoted as t∗x,y = {l∗, t∗, r∗, b∗ |l∗ = x − xi
0, t

∗ = y − yi0, r
∗ =

xi
1−x, b∗ = yi1− y}. Then the loss function for the detector comprises a classification loss

and a bounding box regression loss

Ldet =
1

Npos

∑
x,y

Lcls(cx,y, c
∗
x,y) + 1{c∗x,y>0}Lreg(tx,y, t

∗
x,y) (4.1)

where Lcls denotes the focal loss in [122] and Lreg denotes the IoU (Intersection over

Union) loss in [237]. Npos denotes the number of locations that fall into any ground truth

box. 1{·} is the indicator function, being 1 if the condition is satisfied and 0 otherwise.

However, the left and bottom edges of the predicted bounding boxes by the detector

may not align with the axes, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). Therefore, we introduce an edge-

based constraint to force the left/bottom edges of the detected bounding boxes to align

with axes inspired by the observation that the values of pixels along axes usually stay

constant.

Ledge(x, y) =
x+r∑

u=x−l

I(u, y + b) +

y+b∑
v=y−t

I(x− l, v), s.t. (l, t, r, b) ∈ tx,y (4.2)

The first term forces the left edge to have constant values and the second term forces the

bottom edge to have constant values. Then, the axis alignment module is optimized with
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both the detection loss and the edge-based loss:

LAL = Ldet + Ledge (4.3)

However, the edge-based loss term is not differentiable, which means the Eq. 4.3

cannot be optimized directly. In practice, we take the one-step Majorization-Minimization

strategy to solve the problem.

argmin
l,b
{Ledge|argmin

tx,y

Ldet} (4.4)

As shown in Eq. 4.4, we first optimize the detection model with the gradient de-

scent method to generate bounding boxes with high confidence scores, then we refine

the left/bottom edges of the detected bounding boxes via a Nearest Neighbor search. In

particular, we apply the probabilistic Hough transform [107] to detect lines (i.e. axes

candidates) in the graph image and then search for the most confident candidates. Intu-

itively, the best candidates should be either horizontal or vertical, long enough and close

to the edges of the detected bounding box.

L∗ = argmin
Li∈H(I)

Ddist(Li, E)

s.t. ∥Dangle(Li,E)∥22 > ϵ1, Dlength(Li, E) > ϵ2

(4.5)

whereH denotes the probabilistic Hough transform operator, E ∈ {Eleft, Ebottom} denotes

the left or bottom edge of the bounding box. Dangle measures the cosine similarity between

the given two lines. Dlength measures the ratio between the length of the detected line and
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Input Plot Image Probability Map

Figure 4.3. Results of plot line detection with different ∆s. Too large or
too small values fail to have a correct detection. Figures are from Refs. [57,
194] (top to down).

the edge, and Ddist measures the horizontal/vertical distance between the two parallel

lines. Empirically, ϵ1 and ϵ2 are set to be 0.98 and 0.5, respectively.

4.2.2. Plot data extraction

In the plot data extraction module, we first perform semantic segmentation to separate

pixels belonging to plot lines from the background, and from there, apply optical flow

constraints to the plot line pixels to assign them to the appropriate line (data instance)

they encode.

Lseg = −C log(
∼
C)− (1− C)(1− log(

∼
C)) (4.6)
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where
∼
C = S(Ip) ∈ RHp×W p

denotes the probability map, which is computed by the

semantic segmentation model S from the given plot image Ip. C = {ci} ∈ RHp×W p

denotes the ground truth semantic map, ci is 1 if it is a foreground pixel and otherwise 0.

Pixel embedding in conventional instance segmentation is likely to fail because the

plot lines often do not have a sufficient number of distinguishable features between differ-

ent instances. As shown in Fig. 4.4, all pixels belonging to a single line (data instance)

should be assigned to the same color. One common mode of failure in conventional

instance segmentation models (i.e. LaneNet [149], SpatialEmbedding [148]) involves as-

signing multiple colors to pixels within a single line. Another common failure mode is a

result of misclassifications of the pixels during segmentation (see second row in Fig. 4.4,

LaneNet misclassifies background pixels as foreground and SpatialEmbedding misclassifies

foreground pixels as background).

Intuitively, plot lines are made of a set of pixels of the same value and have some

statistical properties, such as smoothness and continuity. Here, we formulate the plot

line detection problem as tracking the trace of a single point moving towards the y axis

direction as the value of x increases. In particular, we introduce an optical flow based

method to solve this tracking problem.

Ip(x, y) = Ip(x+ dx, y + dy) (4.7)

Brightness constancy, a basic assumption of optical flow, requires the intensity of the

object to remain constant while in motion, as shown in Eq. 4.7. Based on this property,

we introduce the intensity constraint to force the intensity of pixels to be constant along
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the line.

Lintensity =
W p−1∑
i=0

∥Ip(xi+1, yi+1)− Ip(xi, yi)∥22 (4.8)

Then we apply a first order Taylor expansion to Eq. 4.7, which estimates the velocity

of the point towards y axis direction at different positions. Based on this, we introduce

the smoothness constraint to force the plot line to be differentiable everywhere, i.e.

V (x, y) = −Ipx(x, y)

Ipy (x, y)

Lsmooth =
W p−1∑
i=0

∥yi+1 − yi − V (xi, yi)∥22

(4.9)

where Ipx, I
p
y denote the gradient map along x-direction and y-direction, respectively.

V (x, y) denotes the velocity of the point along y-direction.

Also, we introduce the semantic constraint to compensate the optical flow estimation

and force more foreground pixels to fall into the plot line.

Lsemantic =
W p∑
i=0

∥1−
∼
C(xi, yi)∥22 (4.10)

Therefore, the total loss for plot line detection is

Lline = Lsmooth + Lintensity + Lsemantic (4.11)

4.3. Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness and

superiority of the proposed method.
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Input Plot Image LaneNet (deeplab) LaneNet (unet) LaneNet (unetscnn) SpatialEmbedding The Proposed Method

Figure 4.4. Comparison of the results of plot data extraction between in-
stance segmentation algorithms and the proposed method. The first column
is the input plot images and the rest columns are plot line detection results
with different methods. All pixels belonging to a single line (data instance)
should be assigned to the same color. Figures are from from Ref. [74, 1,
173] (top to down).

We collected a large number of graph images from literature using the EXSCLAIM!

pipeline [92, 186] with the keyword ”Raman” and ”XANES”. Then we randomly selected

1800 images for the axis alignment task, with 800 images for training and 1000 images

for validation. For the plot data extraction task, we labeled 336/223 plot images as
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(a) (b)

Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result

Figure 4.5. Plot line detection with imperfect semantic segmentation re-
sults. (a). Part of plot lines is missing in the probability map. Figures are
from Refs. [69, 57] (top to down). (b). Background pixels are misclassified
as foreground. Figures are from Refs. [164, 238] (top to down).

the training/testing set with LabelMe [227]. One thing to clarify here is that these real

collected plot images may look in “low quality”, as shown in Figs. 4.4-4.6

During the training process, we implement all baseline object detection models [213,

229, 243] with the MMDetection codebase [31]. The re-implementations strictly follow the

default settings of MMDetection. All models are initialized with pre-trained weights on

the MS-coco dataset and then fine tuned with SGD optimizer with the labeled dataset for

1000 epochs in total, with initial learning rate as 0.005. Weight decay and momentum are

set as 0.0001 and 0.9, respectively. We train the semantic segmentation module from [148]

in a semi-supervised manner. In particular, we simulate plot images with variations on

the number/shape/color/width of plot lines, with/without random noise/blur and then

we train the model alternatively with the simulated data and real labeled data for 1000

epochs.
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Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result

Figure 4.6. Plot line detection with hard examples. Figures are from Refs.
[233, 43] (left to right).

The optical flow based method is implemented in Algorithm. 1.

SemanticMap(ŷk, ycand) =


ŷk, if min

y∈ycand

∥y − ŷk∥22 < ∆s

argmin
y∈ycand

∥y − ŷk∥22, Otherwise

ColorMap(x, ŷk) =


ŷk, if min

y∈N (ŷk)
∥Ip(x, y)− {Ip(x, ŷk)}∥22 < ∆c

argmin
y∈N (ŷk)

∥Ip(x, y)− {Ip(x, ŷk)}∥22, Otherwise

(4.12)

where N (y) denotes the neighborhood of y, all values in the interval between y − δ and

y + δ. Empirically, δ is 10 in this paper. ∆s,∆c are two thresholds, which help to

suppress imperfection in the probability map (e.g. reject misclassified background pixels

and inpaint missing foreground pixels). It is important to note that a proper value for ∆s

is important for doing a successful plot line detection. As shown in Fig. ??, if the ∆s is

too large (top row), the proposed method fails to inpaint correct misclassified foreground

pixels, if the ∆s is too small, the proposed method fails to compensate the error from

optical flow estimation in case of sudden gradient change (e.g. peak).

Visual comparison on plot line detection between the proposed method and conven-

tional instance segmentation algorithms is shown in Fig. 4.4. In particular, we have 4
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Algorithm 1 Optical Flow based Algorithm for Plot Line Detection

Initialization: V (x, y),
∼
C, Ip(x, y)

Pick a point from each plot line as the start position {(xt, y
k
t )| k = 1, 2, ...,M}, where

M is the number of plots
while t < W p do

ŷkt+1 ← ykt + V (xt, y
k
t ) ▷ Estimate the next position of the point with optical flow

ycand ← {
∼
C(xt+1) == 1} ▷ Select pixels of plot data in the semantic map

{ŷkt+1} ← SemanticMap({ŷkt+1}, ycand)
{ykt+1} ← ColorMap(xt+1, {ŷkt+1})
t← t+ 1

end while
while t > 0 do

ŷkt+1 ← ykt − V (xt, y
k
t ) ▷ Estimate the next position of the point with optical flow

ycand ← {
∼
C(xt−1) == 1} ▷ Select pixels of plot data in the semantic map

{ŷkt−1} ← SemanticMap({ŷkt−1}, ycand)
{ykt−1} ← ColorMap(xt−1, {ŷkt−1})
t← t− 1

end while

baseline methods: LaneNet [149] with Deeplab [32] as the backbone, LaneNet with Unet

[176] as the backbone, LaneNet with Unetscnn [159] as the backbone and SpatialEm-

bedding [148]. All the instance segmentation algorithms fail to distinguish pixels from

different plot lines especially when the number of lines increases and the distance between

adjacent lines decreases (e.g. first row in Fig. 4.4). As expected, the proposed optical flow

based method correctly groups pixels into plot lines. Moreover, the proposed method still

works even with imperfect semantic segmentation prediction. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the

proposed method is able to inpaint the missing pixels and eliminate misclassified back-

ground pixels. The proposed plot line detection method also works for cases containing

significant overlap between different plot lines - conditions that can even be challenging

for humans to annotate or disambiguate. This is shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Meanwhile, we introduce a quantitative metric to evaluate the performance of different

methods. Here, {Lpred} and {Lgt} denote the set of detected plot lines and ground truth

plot lines in the image, respectively. Then we define matched plot lines as {Lmatch|L ∈

{Lpred}, min
τ∈{Lgt}

|L−τ | < ϵp} while each ground truth plot line can have at most one matched

plot line. Thus we have Precision = ∥{Lmatch}∥
∥{Lpred}∥ , Recall = ∥{Lmatch}∥

∥{Lgt}∥ , where ∥.∥ denotes the

number of plot lines in the set and ϵp denotes the threshold of the mean absolute pixel

distance between two plot lines. By setting different ϵp, we measure the performance of

different algorithms, as shown in Fig. ??. As expected, the proposed algorithm achieves

better precision and recall accuracy than the other methods. In particular, there are 935

plot lines in the testing set. Given ϵp = 1, the proposed plot digitizer detects 831 matched

plot lines and given ϵp = 2, the proposed plot digitizer detects 890 matched plot lines.

4.4. Ablation study

4.4.1. Edge-based constraint

We introduce a mean absolute distance between the estimated axes and the real axes to

quantitatively measure the axis misalignment. Here we use (xpred, ypred) and (xgt, ygt) to

denote the estimated and ground truth point of origin of the coordinates, respectively.

Then the axis misalignment is computed as

Dmisalign =
1

N

∑
i

|xi
pred − xi

gt|+ |yipred − yigt| (4.13)

where N denotes the number of graph images in the testing set.

We measure the axis misalignment of the detection results using three different anchor-

free object detection models (i.e. FCOS [213], FreeAnchor [243] and GuidedAnchor [229]),
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Method Refined Axis Misalignment

FCOS [213] No 1.49
Yes 1.33

FreeAnchor [243] No 4.65
Yes 2.47

GuidedAnchor [229] No 3.03
Yes 1.60

Table 4.1. Axis misalignment with different anchor-free object detection models.

Input Plot Image

Figure 4.7. Visual comparison of plot data extraction with different losses.
Figure is from Ref. [244].

with and without the edge-based constraint. A more detailed quantitative comparison

between axis alignment with/without the edge-based constraint is shown in Table. 4.1.

The refinement with the edge-based constraint suppresses the axis misalignment, with

∼10% improvement for FCOS and ∼47% improvement for the other detectors.

4.4.2. Different losses for plot line detection

We conduct experiments to study how each loss term affects performance of the plot

data extraction module. A visual comparison between plot data extraction with different
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Input Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result Detection Result

Figure 4.8. Results of plot line detection with different start position. Start
positions are highlighted in the detection result images. Figures are from
Refs. [234, 244] (top to down).

loss function is shown in Fig. 4.7. We take an example plot image from the testing

set. With only the smoothness loss (i.e. middle left image), the extraction process is

significantly affected by the imperfection of the plot image (e.g. noise), which produces

an inaccurate gradient map. Adding the semantic loss term helps to compensate for the

errors in the optical flow estimation, which results in significant improvements (i.e. middle

right image ). However, some glitches are still noticeable in the detection result (i.e. the

green plot in middle right image). Finally, the intensity constraint term helps refine the

detection results (i.e. right most image) by searching for the best intensity match in the

neighborhood.
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Figure 4.9. Quantitative comparison of plot data extraction with different
start positions.

4.4.3. Different start positions for plot line detection

A good start position matters in the proposed optical flow method, especially in case that

there are sharp peaks in the plot image or misclassified foreground/background pixels in

the probability map. Intuitively, we select the start position at places where the gradients

are small. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the top row shows that misclassified foreground pixels

break the continuity of the plot line, which hinders the ability of tracking the motion of

the point from one side. In the bottom row, there are sharp peaks in the plot image and

significant overlap between different plot lines in the probability map, making it difficult to

apply the optical flow method from the left side of the peak. Also, we conduct experiments

to quantitatively measure the how the selection of start positions affect the performance.

In particular, we randomly select ∼ 20 start positions in each plot image and apply the

proposed method to detect plot lines. We measure the best/average/worst performance

of plot line detection with these start positions, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Clearly, selecting a

proper start position is very important to the success of the algorithm.
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(a) Plot Image (b) Detection Result (c) Confidence Map

Figure 4.10. Plot line detection with simulated plot image with different line styles.

4.4.4. Different line width and line style for plot line detection

Different authors may prefer different line width or line styles when they generate the plot

images. We conduct experiments to study how the variation of line width and line styles

in the plot images would affect the proposed plot line detection model. For quantitative

evaluation, we take 200 spectra data from the benchmark database1 to generate a number

of plot images with different settings of line width and line styles. In particular, solid

line, dashed line, dashed-dot line and dotted line are commonly used and the line width is

randomly selected from {2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0}. Fig. 4.10(a) shows an example of the synthetic

plot images, in which different plot lines have different line styles and colors. Since the

semantic segmentation module is trained with both simulated data and real labeled data,

we directly apply the trained model onto those synthetic plot images for plot line detection.

As expected, the model works pretty well on the synthetic data. As shown in Fig. 4.10(b),

each plot line is assigned with one unique color. Moreover, we noticed that the data range

of different plot lines could be different, then we generate the confidence map for each

1The XASdb[136, 36] that is hosted on the Materials Project[87] website is one of the world’s largest
database for the computed X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). This database stores more than 500,000
site-wise spectra and has been extensively used to accelerate the spectra interpretation through machine
learning approaches[247, 216, 23]
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LineWidth RMSE LineStyle RMSE

2.0 0.015 solid 0.009
2.5 0.023 dashed 0.022
3.0 0.016 dashed-dot 0.016
4.0 0.018 dotted 0.026

Table 4.2. Quantitative comparison of plot data extraction with different
line width or line style.

predicted plot line, as shown in Fig. 4.10(c), where data points in red are likely to be

false positive prediction and data points in green are likely to be true positive prediction.

In this experiment, 195 out of 200 plot lines are detected, resulting a recall ratio of

97.5%. Then we compute the root mean square error (RMSE) between the predicted spec-

tra data and the ground truth data with different line width or line styles. In particular,

the predicted spectra data and the ground truth data of each plot line are normalized

to [0, 1]. Also, since the coordinates of the predicted spectra data are integer while the

ground truth data can be floating numbers, a bilinear interpolation is applied to align the

prediction and the ground truth data. In total, the average RMSE of all detected plot

lines is 0.018. We also compute the average RMSE for different settings of line width or

line styles, as shown in Table. 4.2. As expected, the RMSE of solid plot lines is better

than that of plot lines in other line styles since solid lines are the most widely used line

style. The proposed model also performs quite robust in case of different line width and

line styles.

4.5. Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, we propose the Plot2Spectra to extract data points from XANES/Raman

graph spectroscopy images and transform them into coordinates, which enables large scale
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(a) (b) 

Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result Plot Image Probability Map Detection Result

Figure 4.11. Failure cases. (a) Plot2Spectra fails when there is a significant
peak. Figures are from Refs. [124, 11] (top to down). (b) Plot2Spectra
fails when a large portion of background/foreground pixels are misclassified.
Figures are from Refs. [47, 27] (top to down).

data collection, analysis, and machine learning of these types of spectroscopy data. The

novelty of the technique is that we propose a hybrid system to address the problem. Due

to the insufficient feature of plot lines, it is difficult for conventional instance segmentation

methods to find a proper embedding space. To this end, we decouple the problem into an

easy-to-model part (i.e. optical flow for data point tracking) and a hard-to-model part

(i.e. CNN for plot data segmentation). Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness

and superiority of the proposed method, even for very challenging examples.

Unfortunately, there are some cases that the proposed model is likely to fail. As shown

in Fig. 4.11(a), the current model fails to detect sharp peaks. This is because the first

order Taylor approximation in Eq. 4.9 does not hold for large displacement. A possible

way to address this issue is to stretch the plot image along x-direction, which reduces

the slope of the peaks. Another kind of failure cases is shown in Fig. 4.11(b). Since the
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proposed plot line detection algorithm detects plot line in a sequential manner, the error

from the previous stage (i.e. semantic segmentation) would affect the performance of the

subsequent stage (i.e. optical flow based method). Even though the optical flow based

method is robust if some pixels are misclassified (as shown in Fig. 4.5), significant error

in the probability map would still result in a failure. A possible way to address this issue

could be training a more advanced semantic segmentation model with more labeled data.
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CHAPTER 5

Representation learning for STEM images

5.1. Introduction

Microscopic imaging providing the real-space information of matter in a large range of

scale, which plays an important role for understanding the correlations between structure

(e.g. morphology, phase, atomic structure, surface facet, interfacial structure) and proper-

ties in the field of materials science. The structure-property linkage allows researchers to

optimize new materials for applications by controlling the structure of materials. Scan-

ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging technique has been intensively

used to collect real-space information of crystallographic structure and defects [174, 133,

224, 224, 58, 134, 137, 252, 251]. STEM images usually have two unique capabilities:

1). provide an atomic number-contrast imaging where one can distinguish the elements

directly from the contrast (e.g. high angle annular dark field (HAADF)) 2). have much

better spatial resolution, which is determined by the electron probe size and can be down

to sub-Armstrong.

Researchers in the field of STEM imaging analysis are usually interested in the char-

acterization of the atomic structure, the nature of defects, as well as the morphology

of samples. To this end, extracting the structural information (e.g. atomic positions

[224], dumbbells [252]), column heights of atoms [133], lattice types [224]) plays a very

important role in exploration of the crystallographic phases, atomic configurations and
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Figure 5.1. The proposed framework for HAADF-STEM image retrieval.

the insights behind the structure related material-specific properties and performance.

However, it is a challenging task to deduce the structure information from STEM mea-

surements. Currently, a typical way to do this requires domain expertise to come up with

a few possible candidates structure given the STEM image and running an exhaustive

search over all possible simulations (e.g. projection from different orientation, distortion)

with hand-crafted metric (e.g. structural similarity index measure (SSIM)) to find the

best match, which could be really time-consuming and not practical to scale up.

In this chapter, we present a representation learning framework for HAADF-STEM

image retrieval (as shown in Fig. 5.1), named STEM2SIM, aiming to deduce the structure

information (e.g. crystalline structure) from the given STEM image by efficiently find the
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Query Image

Database

Encoder

Feature Representation
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Retrieved Results

Figure 5.2. A typical pipeline for STEM image retrieval. The query image
and all images in the database are first fed into the encoder to generate
feature representations in the feature space, then the similarity measure-
ment module computes the similarity between the feature representation
of the query image and the feature representations of all images from the
database. Then the retrieval system pops out the top similar candidates as
the result.

similar image (i.e. known structure) from a simulated dataset. In particular, the key

component of the proposed framework is the encoding module (also known as ”encoder”

or ”feature extractor”, we may use these terms interchangeably in the rest of the chapter),

which extracts the visual and semantic information from the given image and encodes the

information into a compact feature representation. In order to optimize the parameters

in the encoder, we introduce two different types of downstream task, the classification

branch and the similarity measurement branch. In this chapter, we also conduct extensive

experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and ablation study

to understand the insights behind each key component.
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5.2. Methods

In this section, we talk about the methodology behind the design of our STEM2Sim

system. In particular, we treat the task as an image retrieval task, in which we extract

the structure information from the STEM measurement by finding its similar counterpart

in a known materials simulation database and propagate the labels. As shown in Fig.

5.2, a typical image retrieval pipeline for STEM images is comprised of the query image,

database of images with known labels, an encoder to extract visual and semantic infor-

mation from the query image and all images in the database, a similarity measurement

module. Designing a proper encoder is the key to the success of the retrieval task.

The first thing that worth mention here is how to define and measure the similarity

between STEM images. In general, visual similarity and semantic similarity are commonly

used to in image retrieval. Visual similarity measures the difference between two images

with respect to human visual system. Structural similarity index measure (SSIM) and

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are two popular hand-crafted metrics used to measure

the similarity, in which SSIM is focused on the structure information (e.g. luminance,

contrast and structure) while PSNR pays more attention to the relative strength between

the distorting noise and the signal. More recently, deep learning based perceptual loss [95]

have been widely used as a regularization term to minimize the visual similarity, which

uses a few convolutional layers of a pre-trained network (e.g. VGG [200]) and measures the

Euclidean distance between the representations in the feature space. Semantic similarity

measure the categorical similarity between two images, which relies heavily on human’s

preference. For example, in a coarse-grained scenario, images of different cats (e.g. white

cats, black cats) are considered to be semantically similar while images of cats and images
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of dogs are considered to be semantically different. Conversely, in a fine-grained scenario,

types of cats or cat breeds may also need to be taken into consideration, then images of

Siamese cats are similar counterparts, while image of Siamese cats and images of British

Shorthair are considered to be different. Usually, visual similarity values more on the

low-level information about the image (e.g. edges, color) while semantic similarity values

more on the high-level abstraction of the image, both metrics are important for design a

real-world image retrieval application. As shown in Fig. 5.3, given the reference image

in (a), which has an ICSD id of 4 and a space group number of 165, we may have a few

similar images from the database1. (b) shows a visual similar example, which has a visually

similar pattern as that of the reference image, however, this is actually a measurement

from a totally different material, which has an ICSD id of 9508 and a space group number

of 173. (c) is generated by adding the source size broadening effect with Gaussian blur

and constant background bias, which is both visually similar and semantically similar to

the reference image. (d) looks quite different from the reference image, but in fact, it

refers to the same structure prototype as the reference image, but is measured from a

different viewing angle.

In this section, we propose a generic framework for STEM image retrieval, as shown

in Fig. 5.1. This framework is designed on top of the typical self-supervised contrastive

learning framework [34], which is comprised of the following components:

• Input: We take one reference image (i.e. query image, we may use these two terms

interchangeably), one or a few of its counterparts and a few negative counterparts

1https://github.com/MaterialEyes/atomagined
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(b) Visually Similar(a) Reference Image (c) Image with Distortion (d) Image from Di�erent 
             Viewing Angle

Figure 5.3. Examples of similarity for STEM measurements. (a). A refer-
ence STEM image (ICSD id: 4, space group number: 165). (b) A visually
similar but semantically different example (ICSD id: 9508, space group
number: 173). (c) and (d) refer the the same structure prototype as (a),
(c) is generated by adding the source size broadening effect with Gaussian
blur and constant background bias while (d) is measured from a different
viewing angle.

as the input of the framework. The negative samples are images that have dif-

ferent semantic labels, and the positive samples are measurements generate from

the same structure prototype by adding distortion or changing projection/viewing

angles.

• Encoder: The encoder maps the given image into a vector representation, not

only the reference image, but also its positive/negative counterparts. In our

experiments, we used the feature extraction module of ResNet-18 [70] and the

dimensionality of the feature representation is 512.

• Projection head: With the finding of [34], using a nonlinear projection head

(multi-layer perceptron [68]) to map the feature representation to a lower dimen-

sional metric space for contrastive loss computing results in a performance boost.

In our experiments, we use nonlinear projection heads and identity projection for
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the contrastive learning branch and multi-layer perceptron for the classification

learning branch.

• Loss: Different loss functions are introduced to measure the difference between

the prediction and the ground truth. There are two different types of task in

our experiments. In classification task (i.e. space group number prediction), we

use the cross entropy loss. In contrastive learning, we use the NT-Xent (the

normalized temperature-scaled cross entropy loss) [34].

Classification learning branch. Classification task aims at assigning different

labels to different images, which is quite commonly used as the downstream task for

representation learning. Moreover, classification loss usually tends to generate feature

representations with a centralized manifold while the center is the prototype represen-

tation for the category. Given the query image xq, positive samples {xp} and negative

samples {xn}, we may have the loss for the classification branch:

L cls = CE(Projcls(Enc(xq))), yq) +
∑

t∈{{xp},{xn}}

CE(Projcls(Enc(t))), yt) (5.1)

where CE(.) denotes the cross entropy loss, Projcls(.) denotes the projection head for the

classification branch, in which we use a multi-layer perceptron with a single hidden layer

of size 512 and output vector size equals to the number of categories, Enc(.) denotes the

encoding module. y denotes the ground truth classification label.

Contrastive learning branch. Contrastive learning aims to force the representa-

tions of similar images to be close and that of different images to be distance. Pair-wise

and triplet loss are quite commonly years in image retrieval task, in which the loss force

the distance to be 0 for positive image pair and 1 for negative pair (i.e. pair-wise loss) or
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the distance between positive pair should be less than that of negative pair (i.e. triplet

loss). However, since the number of positive samples is far fewer than that of negative

samples, triplet loss could be really inefficient. In this work, we introduce a more efficient

contrastive loss [34, 100]:

L cts = −
∑

p∈{xp}

log
exp (sim(Projcts(Enc(xq)), P rojcts(Enc(p)))/τ)∑
t∈{xn} exp (sim(Projcts(xq), P rojcts(Enc(t)))/τ)

(5.2)

where Projcts denotes the projection head for the contrastive learning branch. sim(.)

denotes the similarity measure function between feature vectors, in our experiments, we

use the cosine similarity. τ denotes a temperature parameter, we use τ = 0.1 in our

experiments.

5.3. Results

In this section, we have conducted extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness

of the proposed method. In particular, we use the Atomagined dataset2 [157, 163] which

is a collection of atomic-resolution images of unique ICSD3 (Inorganic Crystal Structure

Database) structure prototypes, simulated in the high angle annular dark field (HAADF)

STEM modality. All images are calculated using PRISM imaging software, and post-

processed to emulate noise and distortion conditions common to the HAADF STEM

imaging mode. In particular, each image from the database has two labels, that is the

space group number4 and the structure prototype. We randomly select 672 different ICSD

2https://github.com/MaterialEyes/atomagined
3https://icsd.products.fiz-karlsruhe.de/
4A space group is the symmetry group of an object in space. In three dimensions, space
groups are classified into 219 distinct types, or 230 types if chiral copies are considered distinct.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space group)
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structure prototypes from the dataset for testing and use the rest images for training (∼

6000 different ICSD structure prototypes).

Average precision. Average precision is widely used to measure the performance of

a image retrieval system, which measures the area under the precision-recall curve.

AveragePrecision =
1

GTP

∑
k

Prec(k)Rec(k) (5.3)

where GTP denotes the total number of ground truth positive samples, Prec(k) and

Rec(k) denote the precision and recall ratio in the top k retrieved candidates.

First, we would like to conduct an ablation study for the projection head of the con-

trastive learning branch. The finding of [34] shows that a nonlinear projection head which

maps the feature representation to a lower dimensional space is beneficial for unsupervised

classification task. However, in our task, our ultimate goal is about designing a retrieval

system other than a classifier. As shown in Table. 5.1, we apply two different projection

heads in the contrastive learning branch. One is the identical projection, the other is a

nonlinear projection, mapping the feature representation to a 128-d dimensional space. In

particular, we compare the average precision over the testing set between 1). ResNetcts,

which is trained with the contrastive learning branch only. 2). ResNetcts+sgn, which is

trained with the contrastive learning branch and classification branch with space group

number prediction. 3). ResNetcts+icsd, which is trained with the contrastive learning

branch and classification branch with structure prototype prediction. Unlike the findings

in [34], the identical projection head shows a significant performance boost over the ones

with the nonlinear projection head. Fig. 5.4 shows the distribution of average precision

over the testing set for the three methods.
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 5.4. Distribution of average precision with different projection heads.
(a). The distribution of average precision over the testing set which is
trained with the contrastive learning branch only. (b). The distribution of
average precision over the testing set which are trained with the contrastive
learning branch and classification branch with space group number predic-
tion. (c) The distribution of average precision over the testing set which
are trained with the contrastive learning branch and classification branch
with structure prototype prediction.

Methods Projection Head Average Precision

ResNetcts Identical 0.3936
ResNetcts Nonlinear 0.2076

ResNetcts+sgn Identical 0.4302
ResNetcts+sgn Nonlinear 0.2738
ResNetcts+icsd Identical 0.4586
ResNetcts+icsd Nonlinear 0.3826

Table 5.1. Results of applying different projection heads in the contrastive
learning branch.

Then, we conduct experiments to study how the classification branch or the contrastive

branch could affect the performance. As shown in Table. 5.2, We take the ImageNet pre-

trained ResNet-18 as the baseline (i.e. ResNetpt). ResNetsgn and ResNeticsd denote the
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Methods ResNetpt ResNetsgn ResNeticsd
Average Precision 0.0125 0.1142 0.2616

Methods ResNetcts ResNetcts+sgn ResNetcts+icsd

Average Precision 0.3936 0.4302 0.4586

Table 5.2. The comparison of different methods on average precision.

ResNet-18 fine-tuned with the classification branch over the space group number predic-

tion and the structure prototype prediction, respectively. Since the pretrained encoder is

trained on natural image datasets, which have quite different distribution from the STEM

measurements, it performs poorly over the testing set. After the proper fine-tuning, ei-

ther with the classification task or with the contrastive learning task, the performance

improves significantly. Since the task of predicting space group number is a rough-grained

materials identification task, the performance is worse than the one trained directed on

structure prototype prediction. Also, the encoder fine-tuned with the contrastive loss

performs better than that fine-tuned with classification, showing contrastive loss is more

close to the retrieval task than the classification loss. As expected, making use of both the

classification branch and the contrastive learning branch results in the best performance.

Also, in order to study the insights behind the learned encoder to see how differ-

ent losses could affect the performance of the retrieval system, we apply the tSNE (t-

Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [222]) to visualize the manifold of the learned

feature representation in 2d dimension. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the learned representations

of the pretrained encoder and the one trained on the classification task with space group

number prediction are not well separated. The encoder fine-tuned with both the classi-

fication task and the contrastive learning task leads to a quite satisfying separation in

manifold. Fig. 5.6 shows the image retrieval results with different methods. The top row
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 5.5. Manifold of learned feature representation with tSNE. (a)
ResNetpt. (b) ResNetsgn. (c) ResNeticsd. (d) ResNetcts. (e) ResNetcts+sgn.
(f) ResNetcts+icsd. (g) SSIM.

shows the query image, the rest rows show retrieved results with different methods, in

which the similarity decreases from left to right. Obviously, the encoder trained with the

contrastive loss performs better than the ones with classification loss only, while the ones

trained with both losses make successful retrieval. Also, SSIM has been widely used before

for similarity measurement, which is considered to be time-consuming because we have

to compute the SSIM value between the query image and each image from the database

every time we do retrieval. For example, given the STEM image with a size of N × N ,

assume there are M images in the database, the time complexity of computing the SSIM

values is O(MN2). While in case of computing the similarity between feature representa-

tion with a size of D, the time complexity of computing the cosine similarity is O(MD),
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Query Image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

Figure 5.6. An example of STEM image retrieval with different methods
(left to right the similarity score decreases), in which images in green are
true positive proposals and images in red are false positive proposals. (a)
ResNetpt. (b) ResNetsgn. (c) ResNeticsd. (d) ResNetcts. (e) ResNetcts+sgn.
(f) ResNetcts+icsd.

in which D ≪ N2. We also show the SSIM-based retrieval in Fig. 5.6(g), which shows

that SSIM is able to handle distortion-related variation but failed to recognize variation

caused by different viewing/projection angles.
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5.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we present our STEM2Sim work in representation learning for STEM

images, which makes use of the simulated data to deduce the structure of the material

efficiently and accurately. The proposed method enables fast deducing of the crystalline

structure and atomic position, which could potentially help the real-time processing of

materials or set up the correct configurations for experiments.

There are some concerns related to the presented work and could be possibly improved

as a future work. One is that, the model is mainly trained on simulated data only. As

we know, the gap between simulated data and experimental measurements could poten-

tially cause a performance drop when we apply the STEM2Sim to deduce the structure

information from experimental measurements. Another work we could do to improve the

current model is using approximate nearest neighbor to accelerate the inference process.
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CHAPTER 6

Other Research Summary

A well-known notorious problem with deep learning models is its weak interpretability.

In most tasks, deep learning models are used as a ”black box” (very complex nonlinear

function). A concern about deploying deep learning models in real-world applications is

that you never when and why the model may go wrong. A common way to this issue is to

decouple the task into different components, only train deep learning models in case you

have (i.e. have no idea about how to model the process). By doing this, we may embed

the deep learning models as one or several components in the system, bypassing the issue

of interpretability to some extent. In this chapter, we present our work on designing

systems to fuse the deep learning models and conventional non-leaning based methods in

different applications (i.e. video frame synthesis and burst image compression).

6.1. Event-driven video frame synthesis

6.1.1. Introduction

Conventional video cameras capture intensity signals at fixed speed and output signals

frame by frame. However, this capture convention is motion agnostic. When the motion

in the scene is significantly faster than the capturing speed, the motion is usually under-

sampled, resulting in motion blur or large discrepancies between consecutive frames, de-

pending on the shutter speed (exposure time). One direct solution to capture fast motion

is to use high speed cameras, in exchange with increased hardware complexity, degraded
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spatial resolution and/or reduced signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, high speed moments

usually hap- pen instantaneously between regular motion. As a con- sequence, either we

end up collecting long sequences of frames with a great amount of redundancy, or the

high- speed moment is missed before we realize to turn on the “slow-motion” mode.

We argue that high speed motion can be acquired and synthesized effectively by aug-

menting a regular-speed cam- era with a bio-inspired event camera [19, 120]. Compared

to conventional frame-based sensors, event pixels independently detect logarithmic brigh-

ness variation over time and output “events” with four attributes: 2D spatial location,

polarity (e.g., “1”: brightness increases; “0”: brightness decreases) and timestamp (∼

1 µs latency). This new sensing modality has salient advantages over frame-based cam-

eras: 1) the asynchronism of event pixels results in sub- millisecond temporal resolution,

much higher than regular- speed cameras (∼ 30 FPS); 2) since each pixel responds only to

intensity changes, the temporal redundancy and power consumption can be significantly

reduced; 3) sensing intensity changes in logarithmic scale enlarges dynamic range to over

120 dB1. However, event-based cameras have increased noise-level over low framerate cam-

eras. And the bipolar form of output does not represent the exact temporal gradients,

introducing challenges for high framerate video reconstruction from event-based cameras

alone.

In this section, we propose a high framerate video synthesis framework using a combi-

nation of regular-speed intensity frame(s) and neighboring event streams, as shown in Fig.

6.1. Compared to intensity-only or event-only Temporal Video Frame Synthesis (TVFS)

1Typical dynamic range of a conventional camera is 90 dB.
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Figure 6.1. We propose a fusion famework of intensity image(s) and events
for high-speed video synthesis. Our synthesis process includes a differen-
tiable model-based reconstruction and a residual “denoising” process.

algorithms, our work takes advantages from both ends, i.e., high-speed information from

events and high contrast spatial features from intensity frame(s).

6.1.2. Methods

Assume there exists a high framerate video denoted by tensor H ∈ Rh×w×d, d > 12. The

forward sensing process results in two observational tensors, i.e., the intensity frame tensor

F and event frame tensor E . Our goal is to recover tensor H based on the observation of

intensity and event data.

Intensity frame tensor . We consider three sensing cases, i.e. 1) interpolation

from the first and last frames of H ; 2) prediction based on the first frame of H and 3)

motion deblur, in which case the intensity tensor is the summation over time. This can

be visualized in Fig. 6.2.

Event frame tensor . As previously introduced, a pixel fires a binary output/event

if the log-intensity changes beyond a threshold (positive or negative). Mathematically,

the event firing process can be expressed as,

2H is indexed on time axis starting from 1. Color channel is omitted here.
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Figure 6.2. Forward models considered in this section. Case 1: interpolation
from two observed intensity frames and event frames. Case 2: prediction
from one observed intensity frame at the beginning and event frames. Case
3: Motion video from a single observed intensity frame and event frames.

et =


1, θ > ϵp

−1, θ < −ϵp

0, otherwise

(6.1)

where θ = log(It + b) − log(I0 + b).If ϵt = 0,noevents are generated. In order to

approximate this event firing process, we model each event frame as a function of the

adjacent frames from the high framerate tensor H , i.e.,

Et = tanh {α[Ht+1 −Ht]} (6.2)

where α is a tuning parameter to adjust the slope of the activation curve. Based on

this formulation, a video tensor with d temporal frames correspond to d−1 event frames.
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Differentiable model-based reconstruction . The differentiable model-based re-

construction (DMR) is performed by minimizing a weighted combination of several loss

functions. The objective function is consist of a pixel-wise loss and a sparsity loss, more

details are described in [231].

Residual denoiser . Although our proposed DMR can handle a variety of fusion

settings, we observe that the DMR results may have visual artifacts. This is due to

the ill-posedness of the fusion problem and different noise levels between the two sensing

modalities. In order to address these issues, we model the artifacts outcome of DMR as

additive “noise” and pro- pose a “denoising” process to remove the artifacts. Inspired

by ResNet [70] and DnCNN [242], we employ the residual learning scheme and train a

residual denoiser (RD). Rather than training the denoiser from various levels of artificial

noise, we design to train the network from the outcome of DMR. Mathematically, the

residual R is expressed as,

R = Ĥ −Hg (6.3)

where Ĥ represents the reconstructed frame from DMR, and Hg represents the ground

truth frame. We use a residual block similar to [241], which has a conv + ReLU and a conv

layer at the beginning and end, with 17 intermediate layers of conv + BN + ReLU. The

kernel size is 3×3 with stride of 1. The loss function for our denoiser is the mean squared

error of Ĥ and R. During training, we augment data by randomizing the configuration

parameters (including the running epochs) in DMR, summarized in Table 1. The goal of

this augmentation is 1) to prevent overfitting; 2) to enforce learning of our DMR process;
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3) to alleviate effects due to non-optimal parameter tunning. Our denoiser is single-

frame, as we seek to enhance each DMR output frame iteratively without compromising

the variety of DMR fusion settings.

6.1.3. Results

We design several experiments to show the effectiveness of our algorithm. For DMR,

we evaluate the three cases described in Fig. 6.2 on the DAVIS dataset [143], and com-

pare against state-of-the-art event-based algorithms, i.e., Complementary Filter [182] and

Event-based Double Integral [158]. For RD, we evaluate the effectiveness of our learning

strategy by comparing with Gaussian denoisers, e.g., DnCNN [242] and FFDNet [241].

We finally compare our results with a non-event-based frame interpolation algorithm, Sep-

Conv [151]. Part of the results (i.e. frame prediction with DMR and RD) are displayed

below, readers may refer more results can be found in [231].

Frame prediction with DMR. We show frame prediction results. We withhold

the end frame of two consecutive frames and seek to predict it using the start frame and

“future” events. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3. Compared to CF [182], our results

are less noisy and closer to the ground truth.

Residual denoiser . We use publicly available high-speed (240 FPS) video dataset,

the Need for Speed dataset [101]. The reason we choose this dataset is because it has rich

motion categories and content (100 videos with 380K frames) which involves both camera

and scene/object motion. We randomly split the dataset into 89 training classes and 11

testing classes. We select several video clips from the testing classes and compare our
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Figure 6.3. Frame prediction. Given a start frame and the future events
(a), we predict the end frame (ground truth omitted). Our results using
DMR alone outperforms existing algorithm, Complementary Filters (CF) [182].

results with two other denoisers, DnCNN [242] and FFDNet [241]. DnCNN is an end-to-

end trainable deep CNN for image denoising with different Gaussian noise levels, e.g., [0,

55]. During our testing of DnCNN we found that the pre-trained weights do not perform

well. We retrained the network using the Need for Speed dataset with Gaussian noise.

The FFDNet is a later variant of DnCNN with the inclusion of pre- and post-processing.

During our tuning of the FFDNet, we found that smaller noise levels (a tunable parameter

for using the model) result in better denoising performance in terms of PSNR and SSIM

metrics. For each testing image, we present the best tuned FFDNet result (noise level less

than 10) and compare with our proposed denoiser. Partial results with zoom-in figures

are presented in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of denoising performance. Our learned Residual
Denoiser (RD) reconstructs the intermediate frame (1-frame interpolation
case) with fewer motion artifacts.

6.1.4. Conclusion

In this section, we have introduced a novel high framerate video synthesis framework

by fusing intensity frames with event streams, taking advantages from both ends. Our

framework includes two key steps, i.e., DMR and RD. Our DMR is free of training and

is capable to unify different fusion settings between the two sensing modalities, which

was not considered in previous work such as [158, 182]. We show in real data that our

DMR performs better than existing algorithms. We show in simulation that a RD can be

trained to effectively remove artifacts from DMR. Currently we train an RD from single-

frame prediction case. It is interesting to further augment the training samples with all

the cases, which we will investigate in the future. Applying our RD to real data faces a
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domain gap due to the resolution (both spatial and temporal) and noise level mismatch.

Currently, none of the existing DAVIS datasets contains enough sharp intensity images

captured at high speed for training/fine-tuning. We will investigate event simulation using

event simulator [168] in our future work

6.2. Task-oriented near-lossless burst image compression

6.2.1. Introduction

Burst-based imaging is one of the key techniques in modern computational photography

to overcome the limitations of mobile devices’ cameras. Capturing a group of images

temporally close to each other, a so-called burst, enables very complex processing like

superresolution and low-light photography with visual results unreachable with a single

input image. This happens because burst frames present sub-pixel shifts with respect to

each other, e.g., due to camera motion, thus providing different samplings of the captured

scene.

However, the increased number of captured images represents a challenge in terms

of storage. For this reason, most mobile devices today simply discard the original burst

once it is processed at capture time. However, storing the original burst could be useful

to enable further downstream tasks at a later stage, like super-resolution, focus switch,

lighting adjustment, denoising, or other image enhancement tasks.

In this section, we therefore propose a burst-specific compression method that is able

to consistently reduce the overall burst size while preserving the necessary information

to enable multiple high-quality downstream image enhancement tasks. Traditional com-

pression techniques focus on either lossless compression or lossy compression optimized
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for human perception. In our problem instead, the compressed output is to be consumed

by a downstream image processing algorithm, which requires us to selectively preserve

information in the burst that is relevant for the task. We exploit this aspect to design

a compression scheme that results in better performance compared to state-of-the-art

methods both in terms of compression and distortion in the downstream task space. Par-

ticularly, we want the output of a downstream image enhancement task starting from

our compressed burst to be as close as possible to the output starting from the uncom-

pressed burst. Our proposed approach is based on a two-bitstream technique that allows

us to reach near-lossless performance without compromising on compression. Moreover,

we design the Lipschitz condition to predict the distortion of the compressed burst in the

downstream task by simply considering the distortion of the burst frames compared to

their uncompressed version, i.e., without actually processing the burst.

We summarize the contributions of our work as follows:

• We introduce the Lipschitz condition for our problem to bound the distortion in

the downstream task space based on the distortion in the burst images space;

• We propose a two-bitstream near-lossless burst compression pipeline, which con-

tains a lossy compression module and a residual coding module. This design

allows us to trade-off between compression ratio and distortion of the lossy re-

construction via a hyper-parameter and reach near-lossless performance without

compromising on compression;

• Our approach is the first solution for near-lossless compression of Bayer RAW

images, the most common uncompressed image format produced by digital cam-

eras;
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• We evaluate our network considering superresolution as a downstream task, and

show the effectiveness of our model in both image space and the task space.

6.2.2. Methods

In this section, we propose a two-stage framework for the task-oriented near-lossless com-

pression of bursts, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Assume Ij denotes a set of burst frames,

where j denotes the id of the frame. The image compression model is then denoted

as (E,D), where E,D denote the encoding and decoding modules, respectively. The

encoding module transforms the image data into a feature vector, while the decod-

ing module transforms the feature vector back to the image space. For conventional

image compression algorithms, distortion is measured directly in the image space, i.e.,

dimg = ∥D(E({Ij}))− {Ij}∥p, where ∥·∥p denotes the Lp norm . In this case, it is easy

to bound the distortion by pixel-wise manipulation. In the task-oriented case instead,

a downstream task T is introduced to transform the burst images from the image space

to the task space, which entails that the distortion is measured in the task space, i.e.,

dtask = ∥T (D(E({Ij})))− T ({Ij})∥p. Bounding the distortion in the task space by oper-

ating on the pixels in the image space is a challenging problem given that the downstream

task is often complex and highly non-linear (e.g., a neural network). The goal of our ap-

proach is to overcome this limitation and be able to control the task space distortion from

the image space. We first show how to bound the distortion in the task space, and later

on describe our near-lossless pipeline.
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Figure 6.5. Overview of proposed near-lossless image compression system.

Image-space distortion to task-space distortion . In this section, we show how

to estimate the error bound of the task-space distortion based on the error bound of the

image-space distortion.

If the downstream task T is a linear transformation, it is possible to find the closed

form of the correlation between the per-pixel variation in the image space with that in the

task space. Without loss of generality, we first assume the downstream task is the bilinear

interpolation, in which each pixel in the task space is interpolated by its adjacent pixels in

the image space. We denote by (x, y) and (u, v) the coordinates of the pixels of the image

in the image space and in the task space, respectively. In bilinear interpolation, the pixel

(u2t, v2t) in the task space, of which the pixel value is P2t,2t, is interpolated by the pixels

{(xt, yt) , (xt+1, yt) , (xt, yt+1) , (xt+1, yt+1)} in the image space, of which the pixel values

are {Qt,t, Qt+1,t, Qt,t+1,
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Qt+1,t+1}. More formally:

∂P2t,2t

∂Qt+k,t+l
= (−1)k+l(xt+1−k−u2t)(yt+1−l−v2t)

(xt+1−xt)(yt+1−yt)
(6.4)

where k, l ∈ {0, 1}. From Eq. 6.4, it is possible to see that the variation of the pixel

value in the task space is linearly related to the variations of the pixel values in the image

space. With u2t ∈ [xt, xt+1] , v2t ∈ [yt, yt+1], we have
∣∣∣ ∂P2t,2t

∂Qt+k,t+l

∣∣∣ ≤ 1. If the distortion in

the image space is bounded by ϵ, i.e., dimg ≤ ϵ, then the distortion in the task space is

bounded by 4ϵ, i.e., dtask =
∑

k,l
∂P2t,2t

∂Qt+k,t+l
ϵ ≤ 4ϵ. Therefore, if the downstream task is a

linear transformation, it is possible to bound the per-pixel variation in the task space by

bounding the per-pixel variation in the image space.

In the burst processing domain though, the downstream task is often a a non-linear

transformation (e.g., a neural network), which entails that dtask = maxu,v
∑

x,y
∂Pu,v

∂Qx,y
ϵ

(where Pu,v and Qx,y denote the pixel value in the task and the image space, respectively).

Given the complexity of the downstream task, it might not be possible to compute this

partial derivative, which indicates the pixel-wise correlation between the image and task

space. Inspired by previous works on the robustness of neural networks [225, 253, 56], we

introduce the Lipschitz continuity of a neural network, and bound the per-pixel variation

in the task space with the estimated tight bound of the Lipschitz constant. Particularly,

for a given function f : Rn → Rm, if there exists a non-negative constant L ≥ 0 such that:

∥f(X)− f(Y )∥p ≤ L∥X − Y ∥p, ∀X, Y ∈ Rn (6.5)

where the function f is Lipschitz continuous on Rn, and the smallest such L is called

the Lipschitz Constant (LP) of f . The Lipschitz constant is the maximum ratio between
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variations in the output space and the variations in the input space and thus is a measure of

sensitivity of the function with respect to input perturbations. In linear transformations,

the Lipschitz constant is easy to estimate. Neural networks can be divided into linear

operators (e.g., convolutiosn) and nonlinear operators (e.g., activation functions). The

difficulty of estimating the Lipschitz constant of a neural network lies therefore in the non-

linear activation functions. Previous works found that even though activation functions

are nonlinear in nature, they are usually slope restricted:

α ≤ φ(X)− φ(Y )

X − Y
≤ β, ∀X, Y ∈ R, (6.6)

where φ : R → R can be a nonlinear function, and 0 ≤ α < β < ∞. In particular, the

activation functions ReLU, tanh and sigmoid are all slope restricted with α = 0, β = 1.

Such slope-restricted non-linearities enable us to estimate a tight bound on the Lipschitz

constant [56]. However, computing the Lipschitz constant of a neural network would

require quadratic time, according to the number of neurons in the network, which is in-

feasible in practice. For this reason, in this work, we estimate the Lipschitz constant of the

downstream task in a numerical manner. In particular, we add uniform noise to the input

of the network with different means and measure the corresponding variations in the task

space. Therefore, if the Lipschitz continuity holds for the downstream task, with corre-

sponding Lipschitz constant L, we can bound the task-space distortion by manipulating

image-space pixel-wise distortion, i.e., dtask ≤ Ldimg.
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A Near-lossless Image Compression Framework . We now introduce our near-

lossless image compression framework, which targets the following objective function:

min
E

H(E ({Ij}))

s.t. ∥T (D (E ({Ij})))− T ({Ij})∥p < ε

(6.7)

where H denotes encoding costs. Assuming the Lipschitz continuity holds for the down-

stream task, we can rewrite the objective function as:

min
E

H(E ({Ij}))

s.t. ∥D (E ({Ij}))− {Ij}∥p <
ε

L

(6.8)

Inspired by previous works on ”lossy plus residual” coding schemes [138, 10], we

propose a two-stage framework for our compression pipeline. As shown in Fig. 6.5,

the first stage utilizes a lossy image compression module to reduce the redundancy in

the source image, in which we may apply any flexible lossy compression algorithms (e.g.

JPEG, lossy FLIF etc.). The second stage is a pixel-wise image compression that focuses

on encoding the residuals between the source image and the decoded image from the

first stage. Particularly, the residual map is first fed into the τ quantization module,

in which a binning process is implemented for error control, and then the quantized

residual map is fed into a lossless image compression module. Thus, in the end, we

use two bitstreams to encode the source image. The advantages of using this two-stage

framework for near lossless image compression are two-fold. First, any lossy compression

scheme (either traditional or CNN-based) can be employed in the first stage, which enables

the framework to be applied in multiple compression scenarios. Second, unlike existing
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learned lossy compression methods, our framework introduces invertibility, allowing for

controllable distortion without need for retraining.

In particular, the τ quantization module is formulated as:

R̂ = sgn (R) (2τ + 1)

⌊
|R|+ τ

2τ + 1

⌋
, (6.9)

where R and R̂ denote the residual map before and after quantization, respectively, sgn ()

denotes the sign function and ⌊⌋ the maximum integer that is less than or equal to the

given variable. With the τ quantization module, the per-pixel difference between R and

R̂ is bounded by τ . To ensure the compression ratio of the second stage increases with

increased tolerance on the distortion error, we apply a PMF quantization along with the

τ quantization module. Assume rx,y and r̂x,y denote the pixel values of the residual map

R and R̂ at position (x, y), respectively. According to the quantization scheme at Eq.

6.9, we have ∥r̂x,y − rx,y∥ ≤ τ .

Similar to [180], the discretized logistic mixture model is introduced to estimate the

distribution of each residual.

Note that each burst frame is in the RAW format instead of standard RGB format,

which contains four RGGB channels. Thus, we may factorize the distribution of each

pixel (i.e. Prob(r̂x,y)) as the product of the distribution of each sub-pixel.

Prob(r̂x,y) = Prob(r̂crx,y|µcr(Cx,y), s
cr(Cx,y))

× Prob(r̂
cg1
x,y |µcg1 (Cx,y, µ

cr), scg1 (Cx,y))× ...

(6.10)
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where cr, cg1 , cg2 , cb denote the four RGGB channels. Cx,y denotes the context information.

Then we adapt the cross-channel auto-regression model for parameters estimation,

µcg1 = µcg1 (Cx,y) + α1(Cx,y)r̂
cr
x,y

µcg2 = µcg2 (Cx,y) + α2(Cx,y)r̂
cr
x,y + β1(Cx,y)r̂

cg1
x,y

µcb = µcb(Cx,y) + α3(Cx,y)r̂
cr
x,y + β2(Cx,y)r̂

cg1
x,y

+ γ(Cx,y)r̂
cg2
x,y .

(6.11)

6.2.3. Experimental Results

To evaluate the benefits of the proposed burst compression approach, we choose super-

resolution as a downstream task, given its popularity. Specifically, we choose the Deep

Burst SR network from Bhat et al. [15], which takes a set of burst frames and generates

a single super-resoluted frame.

First, we aim to investigate the impact of distortion on the individual burst frames on

the final distortion of the super-resolute image generated by Deep Burst SR. Following

similar convention in the near-lossless compression domain, we compute distortion τ as

the largest pixel-level difference between the original and the compressed image (i.e., the

H-infinity norm). As shown in Fig. 6.6(a), given the same level of distortion in the image

space, the distortion in the task space may vary. Next, in Fig. 6.6(b), we compute the

maximum ratio between the variations in the task space and those in the image space at

different distortion levels. Notably, the sensitivity of the given neural network decreases

when the distortion level increases as shown in Fig. 6.6(b).
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Figure 6.6. Lipschitz constant estimation when considering super-resolution
as the burst downstream processing task.

To implemente our method, we use the lossy FLIF algorithm (with quality setting

= 25) as the lossy compression module in the first stage and adapt the PixelCNN++

algorithm as the lossless image compression model for the generation of the residual

stream in the second stage. Particularly, we extended the original Pixel CNN++, which

is designed to work on 8-bit RGB images, to 10-bit Bayer RAW RGGB images3, the

standard uncompressed output of modern digital cameras. We use the public HDR+

dataset [66] for our experiments, which contains 3640 10-bit RGGB bursts. 80% of the

bursts are used for training and 20% for validation and testing.

For evaluation, we choose JPEG LS [232] as our baseline method, where we use its

near-lossless mode to control the maximum pixel-level distoration, Tau. We evaluate the

two methods on a set of bursts consists of 10bit Bayer raw images. The results of this

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayer filter
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Figure 6.7. Proposed Nearlossless Compression method’s BPSP over Tau
on 10bit Burst images.

analysis are as shown in Fig. 6.7, where compression rate is measured with bis per sub-

pixel (BPSP) and distoration is measured in terms of Tau. As we can see, our proposed

method still under-performs the highly-optimized hand-crafted codec JPEG LS. However,

our proposed solution is the first learning-based solution for near-lossless compression of

Bayer raw images.

6.2.4. Conclusion

In this work, we presented a novel approach for the near-lossless compression of bursts.

Since bursts are meant to be processed by a downstream image processing algorithm,

we design a two-stage pipeline that controls the image-space distortion of the individual
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burst frames while guaranteeing a specific level of distortion in the task space. This is

obtained by introducing the Lipschitz condition for our problem that relates task space

distortion to image space distortion. Moreover, our approach represents the first attempt

for the near-lossless compression of Bayer RAW images, the most common uncompressed

output format of digital cameras. Experiments on the HDR+ burst dataset confirms the

effectiveness of our scheme.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

In conclusion, we present our working in characterization of materials with images in

this thesis. Recall the statement of problems in the Introduction Chapter, we present

our work towards those issues. 1). We developed the EXSCLAIM toolkit, which enables

automatic dataset construction that includes both separating out individual images from

compound figures, as well as providing concise annotations describing key aspects or

classification of the image content. The EXSCLAIM tool is developed around materials

microscopy images, but the approach is applicable to other scientific domains that produce

high-volumes of publications with image-based data as well as graphs and illustrations.

2). We developed the Plot2Spectra toolkit for the digitization of spectroscopy graphical

plots in a fully automatic fashion, which enables large scale data collection, analysis, and

machine learning of these types of spectroscopy data. 3). We developed the STEM2Sim

framework to deduce the structure information (e.g. crystalline structure) from the given

STEM image by efficiently find the similar image (i.e. known structure) from a simulated

dataset, which could potentially help the real-time processing of materials or set up the

correct configurations for experiments.

At this stage, the work presented in this thesis is still quite preliminary, demonstrating

some possibilities to addressing the existing issues. In a more broad perspective, improve-

ments over the proposed methods or more advanced models/algorithms/frameworks are

needed for a more intelligent system that could solve all materials science problems at or
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even beyond human-level. But that is exactly how research is done in all fields, we hope

our work could somehow, in someday, inspire the talent researchers in this field to develop

fantastic applications or systems.

As an outlook for possible future work, we may try something like this. One chal-

lenge in developing dataset construction tool or data extraction tool is the lack of proper

evaluation, which is usually done by human. For example, in the developed EXSCLAIM

pipeline, it is hard to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the constructed dataset pre-

cisely, especially when there are hundreds of millions of images in the dataset; also, in

the proposed Plot2Spectra framework, we can only evaluate the performance of method

in a limited-size of human annotated dataset or large scale simulated dataset, which may

not be sufficient enough. The performance of data-driven algorithms relies heavily on the

quality of the dataset, thus a self-evaluation or evaluation-in-the-loop need to be devel-

oped. Also, developing a highly intelligent deep learning model also means to make use

of different modalities. In this thesis, our main focus is about the images (e.g. a little

bit text/sentence is involved in the proposed EXSCLAIM), however, text information

from captions/abstract/paragraphs and even texture annotation inside the images also

provides essential information to understand the characterization of the material.
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APPENDIX A

Supplementary Material for Compound Figure Separation

A.1. Study of the insights behind the proposed subfigure label detection

In this section, we talk about our intuition of using the subfigure label classifier as an

additional constraint for a performance boost. For general object detection targets, such

dog, cat, human, car, they contain rich features as well as high information redundancy. A

full measurement of the object is not necessary for a successful recognition. For example,

slight occlusion usually does not affect the recognition accuracy significantly. However, for

objects like letters, which have much simpler structure and less information redundancy,

even slight occlusion could make them indistinguishable.

For example, a compound figure is selected from our dataset, as shown in Fig. A.1(a).

Intuitively, the letter ”b” is similar in structure with the letter ”h”, so the letter ”b” is

selected here. Then we randomly crop patches around the subfigure label ”b” (the red

box shown in Fig. A.1(a)) to mimic the process of generating region proposals, ending

up with about 200 region proposals with IoU scores over 0.7. All the region proposals are

then fed into our subfigure label classifier, resulting in about 7 misclassification cases. In

Fig. A.1(b), a few region proposals are selected and sortd by their IoU scores. Letters in

green boxes are correctly classified as ”b”, while those in red boxes are misclassified as

”h”. Clearly, inaccuracies toward the bottom of the letter ”b” can cause misclassification,

even when the IoU score is as high as 0.8. Thus, adding the classification constraint along
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Figure A.1. Intuition of adding the classification constraint along with the
high IoU constraint. (a) is a compound figure, where the letter ”b” in the
red box is picked out. (b) We randomly crop patches around the red box
in the compound figure and sort the patches by their IoU score associated
with the ground truth bounding box. Then a few patches are selected and
fed into the subfigure label classifier. The number below each patch is its
IoU score. The patches in green box are correctly classified while the ones
in red box are misclassified as ”h”.

with the IoU constraint could help reject those proposals and boost the performance of

the detector.

A.2. Guided detection for compound figure separation

The idea of guided detection is quite interesting, which tries to learn the implicit

dependencies between two different objects (i.e. subfigure label and subfigure) and make

use this information to improve the performance of the detection system for the target

object. We also conduct some fun experiments on the current two-stage model, in which

we intentionally manipulate the overall layout of the subfigure labels and use the different

layout settings to guide the second stage detection. As shown in Fig.A.2, plugging in
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Original Compound Figure Overall Layout Information CFS with Proposed Method

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A.2. Master image detection with different overall layout settings.
(a-c) show that different CFS results of the same compound figure when
given different overall layout information. Blue, green and orange bounding
boxes mean that the image type of the subfigure is graph, microscopy, and
parent respectively. Image source: (Zhao JMCA, 2016).

different overall layout information leads to different separation results. The interesting

results inspired us to study the insights behind the guided detection method.

Label guided subfigure detection. By convention, authors typically place indices

(subfigure labels) in front of the subfigures, indicating strong correlation between labels

and subfigures. Thus, the Label Guide Subfigure Detection (LGSD) can be formulated
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as:

{Bs
i , S

s
i }

m
i=1 = D

s
θ(I)

S ′
i = Ss

i +
n∑

j=1

P(Bl
j)OPN (Bl

j, B
s
i )

(A.1)

where OPN denotes the OPN module of the proposed framework. Ds
θ denotes the subfig-

ure detection module which outputs region proposals (Bs
i , S

s
i ). B

l
j denotes the bounding

boxes of subfiugre labels, which are known in this case. Since the subfigure label is known,

P(Bl
j) = 1.

The correlation between ”label” and ”subfigures” is different from that of ”car” and

”license plate”, the content of the labels does not help predicting the distribution of

subfigures. Instead, the layout information of labels matters. In particular, a binary

mask is generate to represent the layout of the subfigure labels.

I lbm(x, y) =

 1, (x, y) ∈
{
Bl

j

}
j

0, otherwise
(A.2)

Then we construct the distribution estimation functionM to predict the distribution

of subfigures from the binary mask

{
Bs,l

i , Ss,l
i

}m′

i=1
=M(I lbm) (A.3)

where the estimation function M outputs m′ region proposals (i.e. Bs,l
i , Ss,l

i ) with the

layout information.
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Then the consistency measure function is constructed as:

C(M(I lbm), B
s
i ) = wi,jIOU(Bs

i , B
s,l
j ) · Ss,l

j (A.4)

where IOU is measuring the intersection-over-union (IOU) between region proposals from

object detection module and the estimation function. Since object detection module

tends to encode intrinsic feature of the subfigure (e.g. edge, gradient) and the estimation

function encodes the overall layout information, subfigures that fit both two modules are

more likely to be a correct proposal. wi,j is an adaptive coefficient, suppressing inconsistent

region proposals.

wi,j =


1, j = argmax

j
IOU(Bs

i , B
s,l
j )

−1, otherwise

(A.5)

Therefore, the updated confidence score for each region proposal is:

S ′
i = Ss

i +
m′∑
j

wi,jIOU(Bs
i , B

s,l
j ) · Ss,l

j (A.6)

Subfigure guided label detection. In this section, subfigure label is the target

object while subfigures are correlated partners. The Subfigure Guided Label Detection

(SGLD) can be formulated as:

{
Bl

i, S
l
i

}m

i=1
= Dl

θ(I)

S ′
i = Sl

i +
n∑

j=1

P(Bs
j )OPN (Bs

j , B
l
i)

(A.7)

where Dl
θ is the subfigure label detection module, which outputs region proposals (i.e.

Bl
i, S

l
i). B

s
j denotes the knowledge of subfigures, which is provided. Thus, P(Bs

j ) = 1.
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By observation, we notice that subfigure labels always appear near their correponding

subfigures. Also, authors tend to place pairs of labels and subfigures in a consistent way.

For example, if there is a label ”a” appears at the top-left corner of its corresponding

subfigure, then for other subfigures in this image, their corresponding labels are more

likely to appear at their top-left corners. Follow such observation, we construct the

distribution function M : RN×N×3 −→ RN×N . In particular, since the content of the

subfigures does not affect the distribution of labels, we generate binary masks as input of

the estimation function.

Isj (x, y) =

 1, (x, y) ∈ Bs
j

0, otherwise
(A.8)

The consistency measure function is consist of two parts, one part measures the con-

sistency between the estimated distribution (from M) and the region proposals (from

Dl
θ):

C1 =
∑

(x,y)∈Bl
i

M(Isj ) (A.9)

The other part measure the consistency between different subfigure and subfigure

label pairs. Here, we use the direction of the feature vector which connects the center of

the subfigure and its corresponding subfigure label to meausre such consistency. Assume

(xs
c, y

s
c) and (xl

c, y
l
c) denote the coordinate of the center of the bounding box of the subfigure

(i.e. Bs
j ) and the subfigure label (i.e. Bl

i), respectively. Then the direction of the feature

vector is A(j, i) = angle(Bs
j , B

l
i) = arctan ylc−ysc

xl
c−xs

c
. The consistency between different pairs

means the direction of feature vectors of different pairs should be the same. In particular,
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Figure A.3. Pipeline of label guided subfigure detection. (zoom in for better
visualization.)

we count the number of vectors of each direction,

f(A(j0, i0)) =
∑
j,i

¶
∣∣A(j0, i0) = A(j, i)∣∣ (A.10)

Thus

C2 = max
j

f(A(j, i))∑
A(j,i) f(A(j, i))

(A.11)

Therefore, the updated confidence score for each region proposal is:

S ′
i = Sl

i +max
j

f(A(j, i))∑
A(j,i) f(A(j, i))

+
∑
j

∑
(x,y)∈Bl

i

M(Isj ) (A.12)

Experiments.We conduct extensive experiments in this section. More than 2000

compound figures are crawled from the Royal Chemistry Society (RCS), Springer Nature,

and American Chemical Society (ACS) journal families, and are uploaded to Amazon

Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a platform for crowdsourced data labeling. Then these labeled

data is firstly passed through a manually quality check process, and then randomly divided

into training/validation set, with 1455 images and 620 images, respectively.
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Figure A.4. Pipeline of subfigure guided label detection. (zoom in for better
visualization.)

Baseline: We train an EfficientDet model with the training set for subfigure and

subfigure label detection.

Label Guided Subfigure Detection (LGSD): We use the baseline to build the object

detection module. The distribution estimation function is constructed with an additional

EfficientDet model, which is trained to detect subfigures with a binary mask. The pipeline

has been shown in Fig. A.3.

Subfigure Guided Label Detection (SGLD): We use the baseline to build the object

detection module. The distribution estimation function is constructed with a typical

U-Net, which is trained to estimate the distribution of labels with binary masks. The

pipeline is shown in Fig. A.4.
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AP 0.5 0.75 0.5:0.95

Baseline 0.981 0.949 0.896
LGSD 0.985 0.966 0.917

Table A.1. Results comparison of subfigure detection.

As shown in Fig. A.3, subfigure detection module outputs a set of region proposals

based the intrinsic feature the subfigure. However, as we can see, the bounding box in

orange which is supposed to be a false positive detection actually gets a larger confidence

score than the true positive region proposals (i.e. bounding boxes in blue and purple). If

we apply non-maximum suppression to eliminate duplicates, true positive proposals will

be suppressed. The distribution estimation function in the proposed framework could fix

this problem. The distribution estimation function takes the binary mask as input and

outputs region proposals that match the overall layout of the compound figure. Then the

consistency constraint is applied to reward region proposals (from the subfigure detection

module) that are consistent with the distribution estimation. As a result, the bounding

box in blue gets a higher confidence score than the blue one.

As shown in Table. A.1, the proposed LGSD model, which makes predictions with not

only the intrinsic features of the subfigures but also global layout information from the dis-

tribution of labels, achieves higher accuracy than the conventional object detection model.

It is worth noting that, the overall layout information helps suppress region proposals with

inaccurate bounding box estimation but high confidence score, which achieves large per-

formance gain at higher IOU threshold. Also as shown in Table. A.2, the proposed SGLD

model performs superior than the conventional object detection model. Unlike LGSD

model, distribution estimation of subfigure labels from subfigures is much more difficult.
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AP 0.5 0.75 0.5:0.95

Baseline 0.899 0.451 0.483
SGLD 0.913 0.453 0.489

Table A.2. Results comparison of subfigure label detection.

Thus, SGLD model tends to improve the accuracy at low IOU threshold, which suppress

false positive region proposal (e.g. as shown in Fig. A.4)

A.3. More compound figure separation results

In this section, more separation results with the proposed method are presented. The

proposed method is able to distinguish figures with similar content but different dis-

tributed subfigure labels. As shown in Fig. A.5 and Fig. A.6, the model makes correct

separation with the help of accurate detection of subfigure labels. Fig. A.7 shows incor-

rect separation results made by the proposed method. Due to error accumulation effect

of the sequential framework, the method fails immediately when the subfigure labels are

incorrectly detected. In particular, it happens when the subfigure label detector misses

one or more subfigure labels, or misidentifies some non subfigure label objects as subfigure

labels or a mixture of the above two.
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Parent, a

Parent, b

Parent, c

Microscopy, a

Microscopy, c

Microscopy, e

Microscopy, g

Graph, b

Graph, d

Graph, f

Graph, h

Figure A.5. Examples of similar compound figures with different overall
layout information. The compound figure on the left panel is similar to the
one on the right panel, in which each row consists of a microscopy image
and a graph image. More subfigure labels imply a finer-level decomposition
(right) while less subfigure labels lead to a much coarser level decomposition.
Images come from [181, 73]
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Microscopy, c Microscopy, d Microscopy, e Microscopy, f

Microscopy, a Microscopy, b

Graph, g Graph, h

Microscopy, a Graph, b

Parent, c

Microscopy, d Graph, e

Figure A.6. Examples of similar compound figures with different local lay-
out information. These two compound figures are similar except the second
row. The second row of the figure on the left panel contains only one sub-
figure label, making it a parent image. The second row of the figure on the
right panel contains four subfigure labels, making it decomposed as four
separated microscopy images. Images come from [30, 81]
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Microscopy, dMicroscopy, c

Diffraction, a

Graph, e

Microscopy, f

Microscopy, g

Microscopy, a Microscopy, c Graph, b

Microscopy, a

Illustration, c

Illustration, d

Microscopy, b

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A.7. Example of incorrect compound figure separation. The pro-
posed compound figure separation approach fails due to the incorrect sub-
figure label detection. (a). Subfigure label ”b” is missing during the subfig-
ure label detection process, which causes a under-segmentation (b). Some
internal feature of the image is being misidentified as the subfigure label ”c”,
which causes an over-segmentation. (c). The actual subfigure label ”b” is
missing, while the letter ”b” of the coordinate system is being misidentified
as a subfigure label. Images come from [230, 240, 155]
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